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The public schools of Oklahoma face a unique chal-
lenge in the years ahead. They are charged with prepar-
ing all young people for the world of work, up-grading 
present workers, and re-training the large number of adults 
who need new skills. The 1968 Vocational Education Amend-
ments placed emphases on the individual and not on any 
particular program. Never before in history has vocational 
education faced such a challenge nor bad as many funds to 
enact programs that would meet the goal of a true education 
:for all. 
The Muskogee Daily Phoenix Times-Democrat (1971), 
citing a recently released Census Bureau report, stated 
that there had been "an explosive growth" in the amount of 
education attained by Americans in the past years. The 
report showed that 16 per cent of young Americans have a 
college degree. If this report were turned around, it 
would show that 84 per cent do not have college degrees. 




Between the school years of 1964-65 and 1969-70, the 
number of college students· mushroomed· from .. ·4. 6 million to 
7 .4 mill-ion. This has been widely published and mucb dis-
cussed. In the same period the number of young Americans 
enrolled full time in vocational or technical trainin9 
courses above the high school.level zoomed :from 150,000 to 
about two million. There has been very little public infor-
mation concerning thiso Vocational training seems to still 
be the neglected "'stepehild" of the education industry 
(Musk:ogn Baily Phoenix Time"S---Democrat, 1971) o 
In the se·cond Report of the National Advisory Council 
of Vocational Education (1969)p the following statement is 
made: 
One of the maJor reasons wby vocational education 
has not been more extensively developed in the 
. public schools of the Nati.on is that there has 
been little commitment to do soo The driving 
urge to provide vocational education opportunity 
has been lacking in most public schools. 
This report further states that a commitment must be forth-
coming from all levels of education. This should include a 
complete program starting in the elementary levels with 
career orientation, to the Junior High School with career 
exploration, and into the Senior High School where adequate 
counseling and leadership from all levels of the admini-
stratien is important for proper vocational choice. 
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Divita (_1968), Chang ( 1971), and others have found 
that tbe image o:f vocational education in the minds e:f 
administrators and counselors, in many instances, bas 
seemed to be somewhat, distorted. 
The attitudes of the'public, including school person-
nel, toward vocational education have been a source of con-
eern for many years. The First Annual Report ot the 
Na-tional Advisory Council on Voeaticmal Education (1968) 
indicates that the educational mind bas been tuned to the 
idea that college attendance represents the only values 
in education worthy of consideration. This report further 
states that this belief bas been shared by all segments 
of our society and that these attitudes must be changede 
Chang (1971) believes that many administrators have 
hesitated to promote voeatiemal education because of the 
belief that a bias or stigma is attached to vocational 
education and the administration's desire to avoid a 
negative-status associationo 
Vocational education should be for all who want it 
and desire it o An editorial in t-be· Mtni;ko-gee -ptn,-errfx Times-
Demoerat (1971) quotfng Irving Gol<lst·ein, President of 
Charron-Williams Systems, Ince, states: 
Society is creating a large number of educated 
incompetents because of its unrealistic demands 
that a student must have a four year d~gree o 
Wbe~ a student drops out ef a four year college 
prog:ra.m be has a fe•limg of failure and is 
completely without direction. By contrast a 
student pursuing a vocational education course 
bas a sense of immediate accomplishment, a sense 
of purpose and direction. 
Oklahoma bas answered the cha lle11ge of educ at ion for 
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all with tbe Area School concept and imprevement of the ve-
catio:nal prog·ra·•s i11 tbe local sclrools. Programs must be 
developed that provide the right combination of courses for 
each individual student.. It then becomes imperative that 
students receive assistan·ce and guidance in selecting tbe 
program that will serve them best. 
Mill·er (1971) states that surveys at Oklahoma State 
Tech indicate that a very small percentage of the students 
enrolled there have been referred to the school by counse-
lors or administrators at the students' home schoolso 
Vocational-technical educators must become aware of this 
problem and study ways to correct it. 
What are the attitudes of administrators and counse-
lors toward vocation al educa'tien? How do their attitudes 
relate to the attitudes of the students from their schools 
who attend the area schools? If as Hoyt (1970) suggests, 
many administrators and counselors have negative percep-
tions toward vocational education 9 why do they? This study 
attempted to examine some aspects of the image of vocational 
education. It also sought to determine the relationship 
that this image had. to student characteristics of area 
vocational-technical school enrolleeso 
The First Annual Report of t·he National Advisory 
Council on Vocationa 1 Education contained this statement 
concerning attitudes toward vocational education: 
At the very heart of cur problem is a national 
attitude that says vocational education is 
designed for somebody else's child·reno This 
attitude is shared by businessmen, labor 
leaders, administrators, teachers, parents, and 
students. We are all guilty o o o o The atti-
tude infects the Federal government, which 
invests $14 in the Nation's universities for 
every $1 it invests in the Nation's vecatifl>mal 
education programo 
The :national attitudes toward vocational education, then, 
are of major concern to all in our socie~yo The relation-
ship of these attitudes to student characteristics could 
be very importanto 
Statement Gf the Problem 
The Nat"iona 1 Advisory Council ( 1968) concluded the 
first annual report by stating: 
We have promoted the idea that the only good 
education is an education capped by four years 
of collegeo This idea infects students who, 
make inappropriate chGices because they are 
victims of a national yearning for prestigeo 
s 
Administrators of area vocational-technical programs 
repeatedly encounter difficulty in contact i119 and enrelling 
stadents whose abilities aateb program of·ferings wbic::b are 
based on employment opportunities. 
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Studies quoted elsewhere in this dissertation indicate 
tbat many sc::b0ol administraters and counselors view voca-
tional education as appropriate only for the "low status" 
student and the one who cannot succeed in an academic field. 
The fact that these attitudes could unduly influence 
students in making training and occupational choices was 
the major concern in planning and developing this study. 
Students wbo are enrolling in only academic courses coald 
possibly be ignoring vocatienal-teehnical education because 
et such public scbool orientation. 
Purpeses of t·be Study 
The major purpose o-f ·the study was to determine if a 
significant a.ssociation existed between administrators' 
a:nd/or counselors' attitudes toward vocational education 
·mrd the g·emtr'a'i lea-rn-ing· abil·ities;· ·.skill· aptitudes and 
attitudes ·toward .. vocatio:n-al education-of students from 
their school who are currently attending an area vocational 
school. 
The secondary purposes of tbe study were identified 
to dete·rmine: 
1. If there was a significant difference between tbe 
a.ttitades toward vocatie:r:ral education of local school 
administrators and couns~lors. 
2. If there was an association between the attitudes to-
ward vocational education of administrators and cotm-
selors serving in the same school. 
3. If- a significant association exists between the indi-
viaaal student's dogmatism score and bis attitude 
toward vocational education. 
4. If a significant student attitude toward vocational 
educatiom change occurred a:ftier one semester et en-
rellme:nt at am area 'ltocatic,nal-tecbmic:al scbeol and 
if this change might be associated with bis score on 
the do~matism scale if sucb a change did occur. 
Assumptions 
A major assump-t·ion underlying this study was that the 
attitu.des of the administrators, counselors, and students 
toward vocational education could be adequately measured 
with the ATVE Scale. 
A secondary assumption was that the measured relation-
ships in the study were true measures of tbe relationships 
tbat do exist. 
Minor assumptions were these: 
1. The responses obtained through the use o-f t·he ATVE 
Scale and the Dogmatism Scale were true and honest re-
sponses of the individuals involved. 
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2o Counselors offered honest opinions of their own and 
did not attempt to give tbe opinions that they believed 
their administrators held. 
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Limitations of the St•dy 
Tbe imvestitator realizecll that a major liaitation of 
tbe study was tbat it considered omly one area school in 
Oklahoma. The study can then be valid only for this area, 
and for this group of students, however, if the results 
seem signif'icant·enough, tbe study can be replicated in 
I 
ether areas. 
Another limitation of the st~dy was that it was for 
only one group of stude:n'fs-those that enrolled for the 
first tiae at the Canadia-n Valley Area Vocational-Technical 
School in the fall of 1971. 
Definition of Terms 
~ Vocaticmal-Tecbnical Sch'oel': These are central- ~ 
ized vocational-technical schools which provide vocational 
epucation opportunities-for'students from several surround-
ing high school districts which cannot, for financial 
reasons or lack of sufficient enrollment, afford to offer 
large numbers of vocational programs in their own indivi-
dual scbeols. Students, generally, are transported by bus 
to t~e "area vocational-technical school" for one-half day 
of instruction in vocational and related subjects and re-
turned to the home school for the remaining half-day of 
instruction in general education subjects and for other 
home school activities. 
Independent sc·hool Districts: Self-governing school 
districts offering a complete program of education from 
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grades l through 12. These districts may offer some voca-
tional programs in their own schools. 
Home Sc-b-o·ol: The school in which the area student is -
regularly enrolled. Credits at the area school will be 
credited at the home school toward secondary school gradu-
ation-~ In Oklahoma the st"!Jldent who attends the area school 
is carried as a full-time student at the home school. 
Attitudes Toward Vocational Education: As referred to 
in this study, attitudes are the concepts or ideas of the 
individuals surveyed toward vocational education as meas-
ured by the ATVE Scale (see Appendix~:). Also, for the 
purposes of this study, the terms positive and less posi-
tive should be considered synonymous with favorable and 
less favorable; and ATVE scores and attitudes toward 
vocational education are synonymous. 
Administ·rator-: The chief school officer of the school .-
syste-ni. For the purposes of this study, this individual 
was the school superintendent in most instances. However, 
in instances where the superintendent was over a number of 
schools, the principal was selected as the chief admini-
·strative officer for that high school. 
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Counselorz For purpeses of this study, it was recog-
nized that many small districts in Oklahoma do not have 
counselorsJ ott•• the principal et the school acts aa the 
coumsel~r. Inclusively ased in this study, the term refers 
to the individual who, regardless of title, is serving in 
tbe· capacity of counselor. 
Attitude Changes In this investigation, the term was 
used to refer to any change in an individual's attitude 
toward vocational education as measured by tbe ATVE Scale. 
Open Mindedness: This refers to an individual who is 
flexible in his ideas concerning new situations. New infor-
mation and ideas are accepted readily if they have merit. 
Closed Mindedness: This refers to an individual who 
is not flexible in his ideas concerning new situations. He 
te~d- to have frozen concepts, beliefs and attitudes. 
Authorit-y Figures This refers to the positien that 
one occupies, the expertise that he has, or the emotional 
ties that he bas with others that cause him to have an 
influence on the attitudes and actions ef others. 
01!)gmatism Seale: The Dogmatism Scale refers to tbe 
instrument developed by Rokeacb (1960) for tbe purpose of 
I 
att•mpting to measure op•n mindedness and closed mind•d-
ness. Form E was used in this st1uly. 
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ATVE Scale (Attitude Toward Vocational Educ~tion): A 
scale developed at the University of Nebraska to measure 
an individual's attitude teward vocational education. The 
scale was based on Osgood and Tannenbaum's reference (see 
Appendix A) • 
~ !!!!_ (Gener·al Aptitude Te·st- Battery): A series 
of tests developed by the t:Jmited States Employment Service 
to test aptitude for a wide range of occupations. 
~ (General Learning Ability): The ability to "'catch 
on"' or understand instruction and underlying principles; 
the ability to reason and make judgaents. This is closely 
related to doing well in school. 
Occupational Pattern: Various occupations require 
minimum scores in the various areas tested. If a student 
meets the minimum scores for an occupation, he bas 
"passed the pattern'' for that oecupation. 
RE'VIBW OF.LITERATWB 
This ehapter contains a review of literature relative 
to attitudes, the authority figare and the effects of the 
authority f:tgure on attitudes, tbe image of vocational-
technical education and the results of some studies of 
Oklahoma Arw·a Vocational-Technical Schools. Tbe area 
under study lends Jtsel..f to the following organization for 
riview p'lirposest (·l) Introdu:atio:n, (·2) Attitudes, Attitude 
Change, and the Authori'ty Figure Inf'lu.-n··ee·, · (3) Openness of 
Personal! ty, ('4) ·, The, Image" of Vocat·ional-Technical Educa-
tion', (.5) Studi1r'S Co1u:er1r~ng Area Vocational-Te~bnici l 
Sc·bool Stud.-nts· in Okiaht'.Ha~., ·a1u:1· (6.) Summary. 
Introduction 
This study involves the attitudes of administrators 
',, "' . 
and counselors, or pe-rsons serving as co.,•selor,,. toward 
.. •.· ... ·, ,, 
vocational education and the possible relafionst}_;p of these 
~ -
attitudes to the a-ttitudes, m•:ntal .abilities, and skill 
12 
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In 1968 l•gislatiori in th• form of Public Law 90-576 
(Amendments to th• Vecatienal Jhh1ca1:ion Ac't erl ~t6S) 
impli•d th• 1H•d for more vocational training of our youth. 
The Cengr•ss finds that it is nec•ssary to r•due• 
th• continuin9 s•rioualy high l•v•l of yeu,}:J 1111_-
•mploym•.nt by d•v•lopimg m•ans for givb19 the .•••• 
kind of .. att.•mtiom as is n.ow giv.e.n to th• colleg• 
preparation n.e•d• of t.hos• young persons wfio go 
on to coll•g•, to the job preparation •••d, •! th• 
two out of thr•• young persons wbe •ad their edu-
cation at· or·· b•fo:te. completion ef th• secondary 
l•v•l, tee many. ef whem face long and bitter _ . 
months ef job hunting or marginal work after leav-
ing school. The purpos•s of this part, th•r•f•r•, 
ar•.to stimulate, through finamc.ial suppori, new 
ways to er•at.e a br.idg• between scheol and earn-
ing a living for yeu•g p•eple whe are st i 1 i in · · 
scho.ol, who have left school ei tber by gradu-
ation cfr by dropping out, or who are in po;t 
s•c:.endary programs of. vocational pre.paration, and 
to preaot• coop•ratielll b•t•••.n public education 
and manpower age·nci• s. 
This legislation clearly shows,· tha·t Congress has re-
r-
spt:>n·ded t·o the "'c-r·ylng" meed for more vocational, education 
for secondary students in the public schools anc;l students 
who dropped out before completing their seconda:p, education. 
One of the major problems facing the plann~rs sf 
t· ··; 
public vocational education has been how to rea~h all of 
these students w·ho need v·ocational trai1rfng. The "old 
~ 
image'' of vocational education--that it is only· for the weak 
academic and/or problem student--bas bung like a dark eleud 
over the bright hope and desire of all who need.and can 
Re.cent congressional action has been a cata-
lyst not e11ly fer reviewing and rest r11ctur-
img tbe priorities amd ge.als fer vocational 
a111 . .d. ttCh11.ic.a 1.·· .educ.at . i.en, bu.t. bas a lse ex-
b!mi·ted. Dtb' ·imJ)lied and atatad. cucerns for 
dav•·loping the leade:rsbip r•qu.irec.f for 
attainment of these goals. 
cha-ng.-d? Is this image now ahDJging'? These and other 
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questions need to be answered if vecatio:nal education is te 
truly "bridge a gap bet·1Hte11 scrhoel and earning a living" 
for euT youth today. 
Atti t11d·es, Atti't11Jde Change, and the 
Aut'he·rlty F"igui."e Influence 
Tbe investigator felt that a rather cemplete review·· of 
lit·erature co11ceT11i11g atti"t11des, attitude change, and the 
autherity figa'te in:tlttnce was germane te this s,tudy. 
As cons·idered in tbis ·s-t11dy, autberi ty figures are 
those pwrsons who a·re in· a pCD"sition and who have the capa-
city to influence ·and· ecnrtrol the attitudes and beliefs 0:f 
Sources ef a11therity ceme frem the pesitien 
••• occupies amd the emetieaal ties that are 
est.ablisbecL between the figure and the ene be 
bas authority ever ••• to be teld •r advised 
what ta de er think by anetber perse11 is quite 
differeat frem disceveri•g er learning wbatt :t• 
de er tbtnk by ••••s self. 
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It must be realized, therefore, that no 011e persera er 
greups ef persa:ns can completely change the attitudes of 
anetber; however, th-e:, cam have a marked influence en a 
change· e'r the dvvelopmeirt et an attitude er attitudes. 
This study seught to determi:ne the relatiensb.ip~ be-
tween the atti tude"S of administrators and ceunselers, 0r 
persons se·rvbrg as c·e11mselor'S, teward vocatienal educatien 
and that ef the students under their guidance a,d centrel. 
Scho•l ties are eft·en em•tie111al ties that can play an im-
h 
pert ant part in the theugbt s, feelings, and bel~et's ef 
students. It is recegmized that these ties weuld perhaps 
be cleser betwee• the teacher and the student tha• between 
'l ... 
the admi•istrat•r or ceunseler and the student, :hewever, 
the ac!miil'istrat"or a11d ceunsel•r eccupy important· pesitieas 
The first authority figure fer yeung peeple is,ef 
course,· their pa·ren-t·s; and this influence continues te be 
an impGrtaJ!rt en·e ·,in the deve·loping ef attitudes ef yeutb o 
r -· 
Hewever, very early in t·he y•ung per sen 9 s life, sehoel per-
senmel ceme en the sce~e as autherity figures that als• 
i11fluence attitudeso 
There are several ways that cam be used t• .dete;mi:ne 
l 
attitucite·s~ The twe most eemme:m metheds are the i11terview 
a11d the questienna·ire. A cembimatien ef the twe _will eften 
16 
I. 
preduce better results ·t}iaa eitbwr ••• al•••· 
Oii• et the aajer pr·etrlems nce11•t•r•d with att:ltade 
meas11r••••t i·s the v·a'l'idtty •f the 1111rvey. The val•• ef 
tba seer•, and tb11s t·be· •••••r• et attitude, is depe11111!ent 
•P•• the coepwTat:ln el' t·b• p·•r·sen respn'din·;. It i11 impea-
sible t·e det·erm:lne it tn 11111:rjac·t is henestly expressing his 
beliefs er if hi·s· aat"1url behavi.er ceaferras t• bis resp•••••· 
~ ·,: 
~-t 
••• the measure•nt et attit111de·s is carried 
eut by .acrlf-repert me;n;ur11rs~ OBe methed is te 
prese•t t• the subject a list ef statements 
expressing attitudes varyi•t widely frem ve-ry 
faverab}.e t• very u•faverable. 
Tbis, a·•GJ ether metbeds, a·11 depend up•• t·be henesty ef the 
:respen·se by ·the individuals being surveyed. 
There a:re ·mn1y d"if'f·er·e•t cfefi11iti•111s ef attitucle_s, 
"t'J,' 
h·•••••r, all •f th·er are •f a similar mature. Rttmmers 
('1959) indica-t"es that z 
Attitudes may be defimet:t cULan aff:e.ctively tened 
idea er ·gr9llp e-f i'deas pr·edispe.:s.ing.. t.he erganism 
.. te .. aet.i.Jm. Wit]l ref"ertrJICU!. t• spac.i.f.ic at ti tucie. . 
•bJcu:ts. o;;·-.· • Attit11d.es ar• tbe.•retically"a 
cempo1ient. ef a 11 beh.avi111r, eve.rt er cevert. • • • 
A .child will acqui·re attitudes like these ef bis 
frie:mds, a-nd the ether primary gr.eups witb which 
.. he is as·s•ciatecl • • • im general the cleser the 
re-latie•slfip betwee11 ·a• i11div:ldua 1 a•• etbers, 
tlur ga·ater· wi·ll- be· the pete•cy ef sucb rela-
ti-sb.ips in the fermatien ef attitudes. 
The implicatiens fer the public scheels are clear. 
Scbeels, er i•clividuals withi• tbe scheel, ea11met beJ>e te 
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chaage st·udent s' ·at·t'i tudes · teware1 educatiem by s;mply asking 
them t• change their attitueles. There mu.st be a definite 
cemmit11e11t •• the·part ef all sch••l persemnel t, eevelep a 
crlimate ·t·bat is, t,av•ra'ble t'ewartl · c-hang•. 
Tlt:t·s study seught· t'• tleterai•• the relatieas1'1'ip be-
Heyt (1970) believes that adaimistraters, ceumseh)rs, 
teachers, anot et·bers 11.ust indicate clearly that vecat iena 1 
educati'O is· an important amd valua,ble part ef eE!Jucatien. 
The Firgt Annual Rep•rt •f the Nation"al Advisory 
Eacb city i• the c•u.•try succeeflls every year 
with s•11• ef i"ts stutieats, in even the 11.est 
depressed parts •f the e±tyo Why is success 
••t uni·ve·rsal? Why is the failure rate se 
hi:gb? o .. o At the very heart e:f eur problem 
is a matienal at·titude that says that veca-
tie•al e111lu:::ati•n is elesigmeel f•r .semebeciy else vs 
· children o This atti-tu4e . is. shared by business-
men, laber leaders, atlmbtistraters » teacher$, 
parents, and stutiientso ... o The attitude must 
change .. 
J·aboda (1966) believes that one of the problems faced 
in getting· a clear picture of true attituees is that there 
is a wide range ef relatienships be,:tween the attitudes a:nd 
bebaviers of a person .. Studies cited elsewhere in this 
•issertatien indicate that this is a preblem in surveying 
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attitu••• tewarti veca·tienal etiueatiem. 
Cha1119 tl:'911) f'eu1ul that seme scheel persennel sbeweti 
t .. ~,:" ·'l 
a pesitive attitutl• tewar• veeatiemal eti11catie11, but 
:further i•west'i'gati•• reve·aletl that the pesit·ive att,it••• 
majer c••cret.~.-,-•:f v·•c-at'i••a·l ••1u:at•rs ter many :,ears. 
Tbe school administrator and school counselor are 
"autbori ty fi911Tes•1 wbo may have · some influence 011 changing 
the attitudes of students•and·assisting them in developing 
new values. A-ccording'·to Zale'%nik (1964): 
Values are ideas .in t:he .minds of men. in that 
they spec.ify· how paop.l..lL sho.uld be-bave •. Value.s 
.... ,a.l.s.0 .at..ta.cb ... da.grae.s. a.f __ go.cA.dne.s,s t0 ac.tivities 
;_ , •. . . .............. ..im. SD.ID . PSJ ie t :i • s .m.im..i..s.t..J::y ~am ti .the- pro-
.:f t!'.'ssi:OD.S'.;a.ra. :,v:a lwuJ IU:r.e bigbly·_tban the- busi-
ness or trades activities •••• 
I 
That this may be true in our society is supported by the 
First Annu·al R·eport cyf'' ·t-he Nat"iona l Advisory Council on 
Vocational Emu,ati·on ("'l,68) which contains tbe f'ollowi~g 
We have promoted the idea that the only 
good .· .. ed:tu:at·:ion .is "an· 11u!:ucat·io11 c.a.pped by 
fa11x·y:ear~·c,t' eollegwo This i.de.a t.:cans-
mi:tjtCd b'J .cnr:r .. v:a.-1:ua.s, aur aspi:catipms and 
elU\'. .sila.u:t . support , is snobbish, UDdemo-
.cr.at·ic:, .. · am:;d'. a reve'l~tion of why sc..b,eel·s fa:i,.l 
so many stud:e:n ts o 
Otber statements in tb-e report indicate that the 
Council believe-s that the Federal government sboald take 
the lead in bringing about·a change in this national, 
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attitude and -·t!ul't much of the change would need to come 
t·hrolllgh the school sys"tnas. Changes were recommended for 
secondary and elementary curriculums. 
The sbapin; ot attitudes of 1tudents is the responsi-
bili t, .et man·,· pe·a,pl'e. Th• administ raters and counselors 
must certainly play a vital role in· this. Hoyt ( 1970) 
beli·e'1es "The school hcur a right to expect that the coun-
selor will be vitall-y interested in the welfare of every 
student in the· s·chool.," He further believes that scSool 
counselors and· adm-i:nis"trators should become familiar with 
the broad aspl!rc'ts of vocatienal educat·iono Thef must be 
aware that a high percentage· o-1' their students will not 
obtain baccalaureahi degree·so The bright stude1;1t who is 
not intere·sted in further a·ead·emic work should be given an 
opportunity to deve·lop a skill that he can use for satis-
factory job entryo 
Many vocational educators are aware that far too many 
of our secondary school students are receiving inadequate 
t·rainingo Venn (1967) trays: 
·I! ~ 
ti, 
At the present time only ome student in ten 
leaving the educational system without a 
bachelor 9 s · degree has sonic! specific occupa-
"ti·onal pr-epanrtiono This· is •only a small ' 
fraction of. thB re-al' st·ude:nt potential for 
occupational preparation within the educa-
tiG>nal systemo 
This has become a strong indictment against the 
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edueatienal syst•m today·.· ''Why ·c·an •t Johnny ·r•1uil?" h~s now 
become ''Wh'y ·can·9 t Johnny get· ·a· j'Ob'?'''. This is a definite 
challenge to V'oc·ationa·t and non-vocational educators. 
Ed.t1cational doctrine declar•• that the schools 
must be te.sponsive to the full range of student 
interest, aptitudes, and abilities, but often 
in practice all but the gifted and r•tarded are 
berded .. througb the general academic curriculum 
~ ••.• VocatiDnal schools are likely to be 
labeled 91of lower qualityj" partly because of 
a perv~rted definition o·f quality. 
Counseling and guidance are. important asp•ets to all 
phases of edttea·tion. However, t'h~ First Report of the 
Advist'>ry Council to the Oklahoma Sta'te Board of Vocational 
Educa·tion ( 1969') has· th~ fol lowing sta·tem.ent: 
There are only four J:nindred an.d ten high sch0ol 
counselors:· --·in the se-condary scho.ol-s of Oklaqoma 
and ove.r. fifty. percent. of. th"e secondary schools 
have no counseling at allo 
The report further indicated that the Council bel,ieved 
that high school youth needed help in choosing occupations 
and training to prepare for these occupatiems ancf __ that 
counselors could provide,assist:~ ln these areas. 
\ 
Pritchard (1'970) j Zaleznik (1964) j and others have in-
dicated that attitude development and change is a complex 
procedure and that school authority figures cannot_, in many 
instances effect great changes; however, they do play an 
imp0rtant part in the shaping of students' attitudes. A 
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complete change of attitude will not come about in a short 
time because of authority figure influence or for any other 
reason. Career education programs must be developed early 
in a student's life. Many teachers, counselors, and admini-
st rat ors are ready to do so if they had the knowledge, 
teaching materials, and finances to carry out such a pro-
gram. Mitchell (1971) states: 
Mo'st elementary teachers and school administra-
tors would be willing to become.better informed 
about career orientation if the opportunity 
was available ••• most school administrators 
would be willing to cooperate with elementary 
teachers in planning more.effective career 
orientation •••• Career orientation activi-
ties conducted in the elementary schools would 
strengthen vocational technical and practical 
arts programs at the second~ry level. 
This study,' as well as others, indicates that one of the 
primary reasons that vocational education does not have a 
better image in OUT schools is because of lack of know-
ledge concerning these programs. The commitment to better 
inform the public concerning vocational-technical education 
.must become a true and dedicated commitment. 
Openness of Personality 
In any investigation concerning attitude formation and 
attitude change, the openness or closedness of personality 
must be considered. 
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This investigation presumed that most, it not all, of 
~ . ~ 
the students enrolling in tbe area vocational-technical 
achool had b••n tte·xpos•C!I'" to so•• image ot vocational edu-
cation. It •••••d wortbwbile to dwtermin• it tber~ was a 
ditterun:e :l:n attitude toward vocat·ionat education between 
the st111demts scoring tdgb on the dogmatism scale and those 
scoring low on·tbe scale. 
It has b'e1m pointed out by NewsO'llle, Gentry, and 
Stepharrs ('1965) that the closed minded individual is in-
fluenced very little by ·others in his attitudes or c,pini-
ons, whereas, the open mind-ad person is more flexib}-e and 
tends to be more easily influenced by othtrrs. Pritc:bard 
( 1970) stat'es: 
In an educationa·1 setting the closed personality 
will not readily accept the various stimuli that 
may be presented threugb classroom experiences!' 
In considering the many things that influemce attitude 
formation and change, it is necessary to realize that stu-
dents do relate to many different groups. Parents, peer 
groups, teachw'rs 9 and administrators all play a vital role 
in attitude :formation and changeo 
The degree to which attitudes of students can be 
affected may well depend upon the· tendency of the students 
to open or closed mindedne·ss. Rokeac·h (1.960) decla·res: 
Also, the more open the belief system, the more 
should the person be governed in his actions by 
internal self·-actualizing forces and the irra-
tienal inner forces. 
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The open minded person, therefore, is able to accept, ~na-
lyze and synthesiz'e inf·ormation that he reeeiveso This 
individual shoald, thcrretore, be more able to accept the 
''cbanging i·mage"' of vocational education if, in .fact, tbis 
change is occurring. 
This study would be incomplete without an extensive 
look at the image of voca'tio11al education. 
The Imag·e of Vocati,ona l Education 
The image of vocational education, as perceived b~ the 
administrator and counselor in our public schools, bas often 
) 
been a negative o:ne, particularly as applied to the student 
who is able to do academic work well. Too often it has 
been assumed that vocational education should be only for 
the studen't who cannot perform academic work well. Hoyt_ 
(1970) states that vocational educators must be aware of 
the reasons for this image and study ways that the image 
can be made ·positive. He lists several negative percep-
tions toward vocational education as perceived by high 
school counse1.ors: 
l~ The first negative perception is one of 
vocational-t·echnical educators trying to 
.turn out skilled technicians, and craft s11.en 
at the secondary level. This is contrary 
to what they have learned about vocational 
maturation. 
2. Vocational-technical education does not 
offer the student sufficient variety of 
choices. 
3. Vocational-technical educators do not wish 
to provide for "all students," but want to 
select their students. 
4. Vocational-technical educators see their 
programs as separate from "regula:t""" school, 
that is, they set themselves apar~~ 
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It is not difficult for a vocational educator to answer 
all of these negative perceptions. No vocational educator 
expects to turn out skilled craftsmen at the secondary 
level. They do expect to give students job-entry skills so ... - '"'·-
that they can become a useful part of society if they 
decide not to take further training or education (Hoyt, 
1970) • 
In the past it has been true that vocational-technical 
education did not offer the student sufficient choice of 
occupations. Because of lack of finances and low student 
enrollment, most schools were greatly limited as to the 
-~-*· 
number of vocational programs that they co'l,lld offer. The 
area school concept of Oklahoma, and simil~r other coopera-
tive concepts in other states, is a giant stride toward 
solving this problem. 
Vocational educators do want to provide training for 
all who want it, but they do resist being used as a "dump-
ing ground" for the poor academic student, the problem 
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student, and other failures in the school system. 
Vocational educators do want to be a part of the 
"regular" school program, in most instances, and it, is the 
location of the facilities, as planned by the adaini-
strators, that often keeps them from being considered a 
regular part of the school system. 
Vocational educators are commi'tted to ''providing train-
ing for a 11 who want' it and can bene fi"t from ito" The re a re 
fewer and fewer·oceupations in which the academic failur" 
can become a successo 
willing it to go awayo 
This problem cannot be solved by 
It must become a mutual problem fer 
t 
administrators, coun'Selors, ac·ademic teach·ers, and voca-
tional teacherso The common school in transition is faced 
with the cold, hard·-reality of :fa-ets1 (a) some stu"!ents do 
not stay in school through high school graduath,n, (b) more 
than half of those who are graduated attempt to enter the 
labor for·ce immediately, ( c) a large percentage of those. 
who continue their education have occupational goal$ tba~ 
-a,c. --
can be satisfied in one or two years of additional ~~udy_ 
(Hoyt, 1970)~ 
Previous studies have indicated that vocational educa-
ti:on programs have a low status with the administrators and 
school counselors in many schools. Divita· ('1968), in a· 
West Virginia study, found that vocational educatit,,p bad a 
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"low status'' in many schools in We-st Vi'rgin"ia ~ Many of the 
administrators, principals, counselors, teachers, ana stu-
dents felt that vocational education was for the low in-
tel lige:nce student from. ''low sta tusn families. He conclu-
ded that the improvement of existing programs and the 
educating of the public about vocational education would do 
much to remove the "low status'' image of vocational 
educationo 
Divit·a (1968) further concluded tbat the success of 
vocational education programs in public schools largely de-
pended upon the degree to which school administrators en-
couraged and support·ed su·c·h a· program-. · This has rather 
serious ·implications in light- of his findings that a high 
percenta·ge" of·-administrators··and counselors had a rather 
negative perception of· vocat-io:rral education. 
A silllilar s~udy in Massa-chusetts (1969) found that 
junior high school staff members did not believe that voca-
tional education was for the scholastically able students 
and that occupations for which vocational students were 
train·ed were not as prestigious as other employment altern-
atives. This study revealed that staff members had a posi-
- tive :f·e•·ling for vocational education for the ttright kind" 
of stud·ent;..;·..,tbe "'right kind" of student being the scho-
lastically unable stud·en't. This type of thinking has 
• 
encouraged many of our youth to take college preparatory 
' 
courses when they had no desire to attend co"llege. Many 
enroll in college and drop out during the first year. 
Harris ('1971) tel ls of an interview with her school 
counselor when she was a junior in high school. The 
counselor ma·de the following stat•ment: 
I can't i,nagine itt How croutd·an "'A" student 
get irn,olved in a vocational program? Now 
real'lY, Lynn, what does Diversified Coopera-
t·ive Training have to offer a student· like you? 
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Similar views have been all too common in hig:b schools 
in Oklahoma and in other states as ·well:. Counselors and 
administrators, all too eommon·ly,, have been under the mis-
conception th·at voeat·iona·l programs should serve as "dump-
ing grounds" for the poor academic student or the problem 
student o The author must concede a bias by feeling that 
' 
vocationa·l programs ca·n help this type of student more than 
the academic program can, bu"'t vocational programs are also 
valuable for the better academic student as well. Keller 
(1965) states: 
The only pupils whom the vocational high school 
can admit are those who appl'y., Those who 
apply are the ones who have earnestly, sin-
cerely, and wisely determined that they want 
such tra·ining as is given in a vocational 
school, plus those who are told by counselors 
that they cannot and will n·ot succeed in an 
aeademie bigh school (the slow, the reluctant, 
the delinquent, the 1u,ndesc:ript·) o That the 
unfortunate, rejected pupils should be 
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sacrificed to this practice is indefensible. 
That this same practice should be used by many to label 
vocational education as being only f·or the "low status" or 
"low academic" st·udent is also indefen·sible. Too often ad-
ministr·ators, counselors, and other school personnel never 
consider vocational education as·be·ing ''suitable" for the 
student who ea·n achieve in academic work (Keller, 1965). 
Miller ('1971) · says that surveys taken at Oklahoma State 
Tech show that a very small percentage of the students en-
rolled there were referred to the school by the high school 
counselor or school administrator.. He believes that this 
is a situation that needs to be corrected. 
Spengler ('1970) studied the attitudes of school board 
members toward occupational education in the state of New 
York·. He found a significant difference in the attitudes 
of school board members toward occupational education and 
states: 
It appeared that the measurement was a dif-
f.er.enc.EL. o.f .. degr.e£L o.f pnsit i'L.e . attitude rather 
than a .. d.i.f.f:er:e:nce in ... attitude t.oward occupa-
tional education and attitude toward other 
prog·ra·ms, It was apparent that school board 
members from urban school districts had a 
more positive attitude toward occupational 
e.ducation than school board members from city 
or rural school districts. 
He believes that similar studies should be conducted involv-
ing chief school officers 9 guidance counselors, industrial 
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persomnel, and others. 
Chang (1971) found that teachers from middle-class 
schools believed in high curricular emphasis programs with 
a ratber small emphasis placed on skill training~ He also 
fo••d that teachers from lewer-class schools believed that 
· tbe-ir schools should· place &""higher emphasis on skill 
training. He sta-tes1 
It was evident from the study that the 
teachers believed that skill trainiRg was 
for the "low· sta·tustt children with academic 
training t.he pi::i.mary aim tor the ''hi9her 
st·atus" cbildren·~ Steps must be taken by 
school personnel to eliminate such 
discrepancies., 
Vocational educators realize that vocational training 
is important to a high percentage of students enrolled in 
secondary schoolso This realization must be transmitted to 
administrators 1 counselors 1 and other teachers in the 
public school systemso 
The "low status•• image of vocational education, in 
many scbools 1 serves as a barrier to the student who can 
achieve in academic work 1 but who bas a definite de sire to 
pursue a career in voeaticma-1 educat·icm·o Most secondary 
school studen·ts place a high valu-e on "s,n·t·uso" 
KlauTeris ('1~70) reports that closer cooperation is 
needed between vocational teacbers 9 counselors, and public 
school administrato,rso She st2rt'es: 
Counselor-education programs should include 
directad work e.xp'loration experiences in order 
that counsel:or:s are knowl.edg.able of occupations, 
work environments, and the psycho-social 
dimensions of work. 
Other studies support this belief that much of the 
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negative image tba't counselors have toward vocational educa-
tion is produced by tbe·lack. of knowledge of vocational 
education and the opportunities that it affords. Often it 
is not a negative image that vocational education bas, but 
a "no" imageo Attitudes and images are not formed concern-
ing tbi11gs of which one has no knowl·edge. This has too 
often been the case with vocational education in our secon-
dary schools. 
A recent ·editorial in· t'he Tu·l·s-a Sunday World ( 1971) 
was t-itled, 11New Priority in Education.'' The article . 
quoted Sidney P. Marland, .Jr., the u. s. Commissioner of 
Education, who stated: 
Vocational training has bErcome the No. 1 pri-
ority in education because of the increasing 
tight labor market fo.r c.ol lege graduates, par-
ticularly those in the Libe-ral Arts. 
It is good news for vocationa 1 educators that the U. S. 
Commiss·ionE!'r or ~ducation has given top priority to voca-
tional education., However, this same editorial stated: 
Educationists say despite the opportunities for 
vocationally trained studen:ts, there is still 
considerable prejudice against such training. 
The Counc'il on Vocational Education states·: 
•at the very heart of our problem is a national 
attitude that says vocational education is for 
somebody else's children. We have promoted the 
.idea that the only good education is an educa-
tion capped by four years of college.' 
This is the type of thinking that must be changed. All 
young people~ as wel 1 as old, desire prestige and are 
hesitant to enroll in a "type 0£ traiming tbat bas a ''low 
st'atus" image. 
Shultz ('11 .. 97"1}', in ·an Oklahoma study concerning the 
image of vocational e·ducation, found that in gerieral most 
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peopl'e in the study area had a generally favorable attitude 
.. ·-;., 
toward vocat'iOnal e'ducra"tion. He further found that _.the re-
·l.!c,., • 
spondent s to the study were in agreement that the quality 
of vocat·iona·l education progra1D.s in Oklahoma wa, good. The 
main area of concern, however, was that· a large ,perce_ntage .,. . . 
of the public wa·s not· k.n·ow=ledgeatth--enG'Ugh-con-cerning the 
adequacy o:f· ·voc:at"io-nai· ·education sifermgs available to 
Tbe investigator bas ·e·cn·eluded ttJat, in ge:qera 1, 
the p•blic interviewed was un.im.fermed about 
vocational e:du:caticm; howeve.r, tl1eir overa l_l 
parc.ept.ion · toward: t.bese pr.og.r.a.m.s would appear 
to be :favorable. 
This, perhaps,· is one of tb-e major problem·s facing voe a-
t!onal educat--ors ·today·~ The public generally likes what 
they know about vocational education, but they do not know 
as much as they shcnd;d~ A major task, then, is :to educate 
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the public concerning vocational education. 
Ia this negative i•at• ot vocational education cbang-
aw? Shiit ('19'70) believes that it is. He states that tb• 
Vocatioaa·l Bdac·at±on Aaendaents of 1968 are havi,•1 a very 
posit iv• ettect i111 cba·nging the image of vocat iona 1 educa-
tion. S0me of the nraj0r c:banges that be lists that seem 
germane to t'h is study are- "these s 
l. There is a general awak:e:ning on. t.be part.·. ot 
acbocl superint.end•nts a.nd pr.incipals which ·-· 
.'r.e.cog:rdze .the pot.enti.al .of vocational educa-
.ti.on a.s an. :.e.duca t ion .process. 
-·2·. One or the most significant fact.ors in the· 
changing ima.ge of vo.cat ion.al e.ducation can 
... he: foxmd. '.in the typ.e .an:d amount of research 
be.in.g con.duct.eel in. tbis field. 
3'. Guidance and counseling are taking on n~"-
amd added responsibilities as vocational · 
e.ducat.ion moves toward serving more people 
at all levels and at all stages of deve:fop-
ment. 
Rebert B•rg tlt-71) in an article treaded "CelJege Turns 
t, . . 
the move towa·rd voeatic,z1a·1 education in that col·lege·: 
!,..,'' 
Only 30 per cent c,f the 9 ,200 studemt.s atte~·d .. 
:ing cla·a.es -a·t· Ferris Stat-.e t·td:s Fall are ,, 
goimg for a bachelor• s degrn. The remainder 
are working on en-e or two-year c:ertifi.cates. in 
various. courses·. • • • The entire student 
body is working in such. field·s· or study as ., 
w.e .. ldin.g, automotive body repair., dental- · 
hygiene, or other vocational-technical skills. 
·This, as well as other similar articles, indicates that 
colleges are thinking of training to provide vocat,onal-
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technical training to those students who desire it. This 
is an encouraging·picture. 
Okla·homa Area Voca·tional-Tecbn·ical Studies 
Students who attend area vocational=technical schools 
do change in several ways. This was supported by Norris 
( 1968) in a study of Southern Oklahoma area school students. 
He reports that : 
students who attend area schools participate 
in fewer extracurricular activities •••• 
They show a marked improvement in social be-
havior at their home schools. 
If these changes are apparent~ then it is believed that 
other changes might occur; specifically 1 changes in the 
attitudes of studerrts toward vocational education and the 
world of work. Vocational students need to take pride in 
what they are doing and no"t be "ashamed" of the plans that 
they have for the future. They, as much or more than any ... 
one else, can help improve the image of vocational education. 
Some studies have indicated that administrators, prin-
cipals, and counselors are becoming mor~ aware of voca= 
tional=tecbnical education. They do need more knowledge of 
vocational educatio:no Cronkite (1971) dec'lares: 
The Attitude Toward Vocational Education score 
of administrators could be influenced by voca-
tional education courses for administrators and 
by improved sources of information for admini-
strators. 
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Tb is, then, m111·st · 'b'ecem• top priority for vooa t ion a 1 educ a-
tens. It administrators, counselors, and principals desire 
aore int'ormation about vocational education, theJJ,. voe_~-
tio:nal educato·rs must be prepared to provide it. 
Does the attitude of administrators att'ect tbe area 
sebeel studen-t· i-n ·any waY1 This bivest·igator presumes that 
it do•'•• This belie:f i-s ·rmpp·ort"ed ··by Cronk:'it'• ( 1971) · whe 
says1 
The administra·tors' attitude toward vocational 
eduea.t.ion claimed only 4.95 per.cent of the 
var.iat.icm .. in the number of s:t.udent s who 
attend.ed . tbe. voca ticm.al .. ta.cl!mical school, b~t 
this may be more important than it appears. 
· ·· summary 
Large amounts of money a-Y• being spent on initia_ting 
''· ·- .:; ,L 
and expanding vocational programs. C.e of the major prob-..,' .. ::.. 
lems that is bei-ng discovered is in reaching tbe .st11dent s 
I,!,,_ 
that should t,·e r•ache'd·;; ·The National attitude toward woea-
tional education needs "to n· changed. 
Pritcbcl'rd ("1970) belie·ves that authority figures do 
influence -attitude an·d att·itude cban·ge and that there is 
always a change agent present when attitudes change. 
Stu·die-s by·· Ch·ang · ( 1971) , Divi.1ta-· tl968) , and others 
eitel!J in this stud:, indicate that vocational education has 
a relatively low image in many of our public schools today. 
Many school personnel still consider vocational education 
··'as "low status" training. 
Shi'lt (1970) believes tbe image ot vocational eduea-
t:lon i• improving and cit•• recently e·aated Federal 
legislation t·o support his· b'el'i'e·t·o :rn· an Oklaboaa st11dy 
·by Shul·tz (1:971), individuals from five selected ec:cupa-
tiona 1 categories generally had a positive image of voca-
tional education, bo,.u11ver, they were not knowledgeable 
concerning many aspects of vocational educationo 
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Marl:a12d (1971) bas stated that career education has 
become the number one prio-ri.t'y for-t:he U--.; s. Office of Edu-
cation. He further stated that vocational educatorSJ"must · 
take the lead in promoting career education. 
The area school concept·in Oklahoma is a giant step 
toward providing vocational education to all who need it, 
want it, and can profit from ito School personnel;, parents, 
and the public in general need more knowledge about voca-
tional education in the area vocatio:nal=tcchnical school. 
From the litera~urc surveycd 9 it would seem a~par~nt 
t·hat attitudes held by school officials and students may 
originate and develep fr0m a variety of sources, includJng 
peers, educational attai:rirment, information secured about 
the pro·blem, the political and social climates, as well as 
many otherso 
• 
It seems app:rop·riate t'o close tbis suaaa:ry witb a 
I 
statemeat · contained ·tn t'he Tbi:rd Report ot the National 
Advisory Counc±l· on Vocational En·cations 
The primary reason this nation has not yet 
established a society in which there is eq11al. 
opportunity to learn aad work is that it bas 
not yet triffd o 'o · o What America needs most is 
a commitment to fulfill its most basic idealo 
This nation was founded on a belief in the in-
herent worth of every indiridualo The fulfill-
ment of individual potential is the country's 
historic mandateo 
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CPJAPTBR III ,, 
This chapter describes the population used for the 
study, the design of the study, and an explanation of the 
instruments us·ed in measut!i!tfg''''it't:itudes and open and closed 
mindedru1ss.. A discussion of the hypotheses tested and the 
statistical procedures us·ed in testing the hypotheses is 
also found in this cbaptero 
The main purpose of this study was to determine if sig-. 
nificant association existed between administrators' and/or 
counselors' attitudes toward vocational education and the 
General Learning Ab:lliti·e-s, Skill Aptitudes and Attitudes 
Toward Voea~iomal Education of students from their school 
wbe are currently attending an area vocational-technical 
school. 
Population 
All of the p·articipating schools in the Canadian Vallf:¥ 
Area Vocational-Technical School District were used in the 
study with the except ion of El Reno and Chickasha. El Reno 
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and Chickasha wcrre not used bec·ause the Canadian Valley 
Area School's two centers are located in these two cities. 
Ten schools were used in· th• study.;.-Amber-Pocasaet, Alex, 
Tuttle, Mineo, url'ion Cit')', Must·ang, ca luaet, Yukon, . Pied-
mon"t, a·nd Bethany. 
All administrators and counselors of the participating 
sebools were surveyed as to their attitudes toward voca-
tional edu·ca·tion (as measured by· the ATW Scale)~ 
All students enrolled at the· Area School for the first 
time were surveyed as to their attitudes toward vocational 
education (as measured by the ATVE Scale), their tendency 
to be open or closed minded (as measure·d by Rokeach' s Scale, 
Form E) 11 their general learning abilities, and their skill 
aptit11des (as measured by t·be GATB)o The students were 
given tmr ATVE Scale at the start o:f tbe semester and again 
at the close of the semester. 
Design 
The design for this study was based on the premise 
that tbere are measurable differences in the attitudes of 
adainistrators and eounselor·so It was further surmised 
that there are measurable differences in attitudes, general 
learning abilities, and skills aptitudes between students 
•1u·olled in the Canadian Valley Area Vocational-Technical 
Schoob Van Da'le:n (1966) states: 
Before much progress can he made in solving prob-
lems, men must possess descriptions of the pheno-
mena with which they worko Early develmpaents in 
educatiomal research, therefore, as in other 
disciplines, bave been concerned with making 
acc~rate assessments of tbe incidence, distribu-
tion, and relationships of phenoaena in the field. 
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This, then, bas formed the basis for descriptive research. 
Van Dalen (1966) further states that descriptive research 
may be placed in three selected categories: 
lo survey studies 
2o Interrelationship studies 
3. Developmental studies 
This study considered relationships that exist between the 
measured phenomena; it can then be considered a descriptive 
study of the interrelationship category. 
Instruments tJsed 
The investigator used two instruments in this 
studyo One was an attitude toward vocational education 
sea le developed -at the University of Nebraska. This scale 
was developed by a research team 9 led by Mr. John Engler. 
Sixty-seven items were constructed and given summated 
ratings and ·then submitted ta a panel of experts in the 
fields of test construction and vocational education to be 
analyzed for statements of ambiguity, double meaning, and 
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tactual rather than attitudinal content. After revision the 
test was given to a pilot group, all of wbom were admini-
strators or we,r·e involved in admimistrative courses. Ana-
lyses ot tbe data .. :fro• tb·e· pilot grcn11p revealed tbat 36 ot 
th• it••• discriminated tor attitades toward vocational 
education at tbe oOl level and that ten additional items 
discriminated· at ·the o 05 level ( see Appendi.x A) o 
Tbe sec:ond instrumnt used was···t'be Rokeacb Dogmatism 
instr11a,:ents, information tbat bad previously been recorded 
and Skills Apt·itudes· a·s measured· by ·tb-. GATB ( see Appendix . 
C) was used in tbe st_udy o 
The ATVE test was administered to all administrators, 
counselors, and studnrts s·elected tor the study in Septem-,· . 
aer and October of 1971 o Tbe sea le was also again admini-
stered to the studcm't·s in January ot 1972. The Rokeacb 
Dogmati0sa Scale was administered to the students at the same 
time tbat tire first ATVE test was giveno 
Rokneh (lgf>O) indb:-ates "that "the Dogmatism Scale is 
a •asure of the degree to wbicb a person's total mind.is 
!,; . '. 
an open or cl'c,-sed one.," He 'believes that these who score 
high on this scale differ consistentl, from the ones who 
scere low in tbe format·ion of new belief systems. A plus 
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four was added to students' sceres on each question to 
eliminate minv.se·s. Tb• minim.um. possible score was 40 and 
the possible maximum was 280. 
Hypetbe'·se's Tested 
1. There is no significant difference between admini-
strators as a group and counselors as a group in terms of 
attitudes held toward vocat icnal edueat ian. 
2l. There is no significant difference 'between attitudes 
held by counselors as individuals and that of their chief 
school officers (adminis'trat·ors) as individuals in term~ of 
attitudes held toward vocational educationo 
3o There is no s~gnificant difference in the attitudes 
of students from schools where administrators had a more 
positive attitude toward vocational education and those 
from schools where the administrator bad a less positive 
attitude teward vocational educationo 
4o There is no significant difference in the attitudes 
of students from schools where counselors had a more posi-
tive attitude toward vocational education and those from 
schools where the counselo-rs had a less positive attitude 
toward vocational education. 
s. There is no significant difference in the general 
learning abilities of students from schools where the 
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administrator had a less positive attitude toward voca-
tional education and those from schools where the admini-
strator had a more positive attitude toward vocational 
education. 
6. There is no significant difference in the general 
learning abilities of students from schools where the 
counselors had a less positive attitude toward vocational 
education and those from schools where the counselors had 
a more positive attitude toward vocational education. 
7. There is no significant difference in the general 
skills aptitudes of students from schools where the adm\ni-
strator had a less positive attitude toward vocational edu-
cation and those from schools where the administrator had a 
more positive attitude toward vocational education. 
8. There is no significant difference in the general 
skills aptitudes of students from schools where the coun~s•-
lors had a less positive attitude toward vocational educa-
t 
tion and those from schools where the counselors had a more 
positive attitude toward vocational educationo 
~. There is no significant difference in the attitu-
des of beginning area school students, toward vocational 
education because of their measured tendency for open or 
closed mindedness. 
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t"'Gi There is no significant change in students' atti-
tudes toward vocational education after one semester of 
attendance at···t·he· Area Vocationa 1-Technical School. 
tl. T~er• is no significant difference in the chant• 
of attit•de of students toward vocational education between 
students scoring above the mean on the Rokeach Dogmatism 
Scale and ihose scoring below the mean on the Scaleo 
Data secured in this study were considered suitable far 
analyzing by use of non=parametric statistical tests. 
Popham ('1«}67) sta'tes: 
A non-parametric technique which may be used to 
test the difference between the di!8tribution of 
one samp.le and some other hypothetical or known 
distr.ibution is the chi-square ·tes·t. This test 
.can. be used with data measured on nominal or 
stronger scales • o o then the chi-square test 
will yield a numerical value large enough to 
be interpreted as statistically significant. 
Several of the hypotheses tested in this study were 
suitable for a:na lyzing by use of this technique o Hypo-
theses :numbers 3, 4, s, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11 were all te·sted 
by use of the ehi~square t·eclmi-que o The basic computation 
equation used· (Popham, ·1967)·wasx 
2 · · 2 
X · = Sum c"f (Observed· :fre-ga.-ncies - E:}CJff'C'ted Frequencies) 
Expected Frequencies 
The administrators and counselors were ranked as above 
the mean of the-·ir group or below the mean of their group in 
regard to the~r a~titude toward vocational educationo A 
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••mpl1 ot tb1 proo1dur1 i• ;iv1n b•'low s 
St11d1nt•' Gt.A Adaimi•tzator•' 
Attitude Toward 
Vecat:l:ep91 ldn, 





·' .. ~~ .. --
Above tbe Mea.n 
,o ,o 
P'I ,a 
B1low th-1 M1a11 
FO FO 
co·111a s,l'a•Total 
Degre•• ot :f'r11do• were computed u!ino:·Jr'."l) Jc-1) 
(Popb••, _l~fl~)) Tb• exp•cted frequencies were coaputed by 
the foraala (Popham; 1~67): 
·· hw .:.ob'-.t.o.tal x column sub•total 
total 
Tbe data ·we·re then checked at the .os level of signi:fi-
canoe u·sing appropriate chi-square tables. When the level 
ot significan·ce exceeded tbe .os level, the appropriate 
level of significance was determined. 
Hypothesis number 1 eould not be tested using the ebi-
'•• 
square tecbni911w. T~e-N,·rm-Whitney U was selected as most 
:··. 
suitable for testing it·. Runyon ·and Hab'er (.1968) at'ate: 
Tbe Mamn-Wbita·ey U-test is on• et the most 
powerful nonparametric statistical tests, 
sinoe, it utilizes most of the quantitative 
information tbat is inherent in the data. 
Hypothesis number .2 was tested u·si-ng the Spearman iga1nk 
·Ordft'<t !11m'yn and H .. beT ·(·1-968)·· deci·a·re: 
;,. ,t· •: 
, ,\, 
o o • rrhoj~or the rank correlation coefficient, 
is appropriate when one scale constitutes ordinal 
measurement and the remaining scale is either 
ordinal or highero 
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Although the data from t'him ATVE Seale appears to be inter-
val in form, this investigator did not feel that it could 
be considered tru• int•rval datao 
Hypothesis number 10 was tested using the sign test 
(Siegal, 19'56)o Thie object of testing this hypothesis was 
to determine- if there ·was a ebange in stud•nts' ATVR scores 
after one semes-t·er at the vocational-technical school and 
the direction of ~he changeo 
• 
The investigator realized that the use of several 
types ef statistical methods in one study is not too desir-
able, boweverj in order to give a more complete picture of 
\'c 
att i tudies 9 attitude influences, and relationships between 
students and administrators and counselors P it was deemed 
necessary to us• allo 
...... -,,. ·CHAPTBR. IV 
The r•sults ot ibis st.udy are presented in five sec-
tions with a summary and general discussion ot tbe results 
at the end of the chapt-er. The first sect ion deals with 1he 
atti tude·s of administrators and counseiors. toward voeat ional. 
education and the relativnsbip of these attitudeso The 
Spearman Rank Order correlation coefficient was used to de-
termine the re lat ion ship between administrators' and coun-
selors' attitudes in 'the same school; and t·be· Mann-Whitney 
U was used to determine if administrators, as a group, and 
counselors, as a group, ditfer•d in their attitudes toward 
vocational educatiomo 
Th• second section deals with the relationship of the 
attitudes of administrators and counselors toward vocational 
·1 ~· ·, 
education te that et the att'itu:cl•s of students fro• their 
scboels tow'ard vocati'f,na 1 edueatiO'l'I ." The A tt·itude Toward 
Vocational Education Scale, developed at the University o! 
Nebra'Ska (·see- Appendi."x A), was administered to a 11 involved .. 
Chi-square was used to determine differences with the 
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groups divided as scoring abeve the mean or below the mean 
_for tbeir respective group. Exactly 50 per cent of the 
administrators •cared· above th .. me·an and SC1> per cent of tbe 
coun••lore also scored above the mean tor their respective 
group. Considering the st"t1d·•nts enrolled in the Area Voca .. 
tional-Tecbnieal School tor the first time, 94 scored above 
the mean and 115 seored below. Also considered in this 
section is the abowe relationships when either the admini-
strator or counselor scored above the mean and the other:1 
from the same school 9 scored below the meano A more com-
plete discussion of the procedures used will be given in 
the second sectiono 
The third section considers the relationship of the 
attitudes of ·administrators and counselors toward voca-
tional educa·t-icin to the Ge:rre:ral Le·arnin·g Ability scores as 
measured by the- Gl\TB (s•• Appswdix C) of the students from 
their school who are enrolled for the first time in the· 
Canadian Vallery Area VocationalaTechnical Schoolo 
The fourth section attempts to determine the relation-
ship of the a"ttitudes of administrators and counselors to-
ward vocational education to the skills aptitudes of the 
students from their school who are enrolled for the first 
tiae in the Area Vocat ional-Technica 1 Sch<nllo Passing or 
failing "the GATB ( s·ee Appendix C) pattern for the course 
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of stud:, pursued was the determining factor considered. 
The fifth section evaluates the relationship of the 
first-year Ar·ea Vocational-Technical students' scores on 
the ATVE'Scale to their scores on the Rokeach Dogmatism 
scale. This section also examines the change of attitude 
toward ·vocat'ional education after one semester at the Area 
Vocational-Technical Schoolo 
The chapter closes with a summary and general dis-
cussion of the resultso 
Relationship Between the Attitudes of Administrators 
and Counselors Toward Vocational Education 
Ther• is.no significant difference between the 
attitudes. of administrators and counselors to-
ward vocational education. 
The ATVE Scale was administered to each of the school 
administrators and counselors of the participating schools 
i"fl the canadia:n Valley Area Vocational-Technical school 
distr·ict. As previously indicated, the two participating 
schools located in citie·s which have the Cana·dian Valley 
Area Vocational-Technical centers were not usedo The 
following schools were used in the studyt · Alex, Amber-
Pocass•tt ,- Bethany-, Calumet, Minco, Mustang, Piedmont, 
Tuttle, Union City, and Yuk.on.. The administrators bad 
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aceres rangin9 from 129 to 163 with a mean of Vl3.2 while 
counselors' acores ran9ed from 115 to 160 with a aean ot 
138. 7·. The Mann-Whitn'•Y U waa' und to teat the hJPotbeaia. 
Thia tabulation tollowas 
Ma11n-Whtt11·ey U Tabulation 
163-l60-l51-l56-1S2-148-l47-14S-143-140-1J9-138-13S-134-13& 
A e: k .• e . ; 'A ,., A c . A c c A c A A c 
132-129~128-127-115 
A A C C C 
U' = J•--not sigmificant at the 005 lerilo Tb• 1n1ll hypc,-
tbesis was c0nsid·ered· t-enal:rl• (_.. Tatrle 12, Appendix D). 
Although the mean of the ada·inistrators was slightly 
higher than that of the counselors and three of the coun-
selors scored--the·lowest of the combined groups, there was 
no indicated tendency for o-ne group to score higher than 
the othero The means of 14302 and 1:380 7 are similar to 
those found by Cronkit·e (1971) in a study involving 24 
superintendents of schools in an area vocational-technical 
school service· area. His study revealed a mean of 137.88 
for the superintendentso 
Hypothesis Noo 21 
There is no signitieant difference im the attitudes 
of counselors and that ot their ebiet school officer 
('administrator) toward vocat iena 1 education. 
Tbe maj0r purpose in testing this hypothesis was to 
determine if the attitudes of the administrator and counse-
lor of the same school related to each ot·trer. It is 
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11nderstood that strong leadership on the part of the adain:L-
strator could definitely be a factor in this r•lationsbipo 
A clear statement of purpose of the school by the adaini-
atratien could a l·so be v•ry br,o·rtant. In soae instances 
tbe counselor, and otl'l•r •cbool pe·r101111el, are not aware of 
hew tbe administrator tru-tht•lly f·eels a'be11t vocational 
educrationo In this ims·tanee public epinioin, or at least 
the counselorsv perceived idea of public op·inion, may have 
a greater infltrence on his att·itude toward vocational edu-
cation''., At least two of the counselors considered in the 
study bad spent some time visiting the vocational~technical 
school and were well aware of the course offerings, the 
requirements for suce<1ss in the various courses and the 
gen•ral operation of the vc,catienal..,·technical school • 
. These visits may have influenced thie counselors' attitude 
mor<1 than did the at"tit1o1de of tb<e administ·ratoro It is 
well t'o conside·r h•r• tbe fact that all school personnel 
neied to bi• informed c»f tbie opportunities available in 
veeatienal-technical ed1a1eationo It is sometimes difficult 
to assess who in the scbcol may have the greatest influence 
on the students' acceptance or rejection of vocational 
educatiCHlo 
The Spv·arman Rank Order coefficient was used to test 
hypothesis number two and tabulations for this rank order 
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are aa tollows1 
Spearman ltank Order Tabulation 
School Administratorsv Counselor!!/ 
o2 Numb•r ·ATVE Score Rank ATVE Score Rank D 
l .. 163 1 156 2-· l 1 
I~ 0i, )1 ·\~ 
2 157 2 140 5 3 9 
3 152 ·3 147 3 0 0 
4 147 4 128 8 4 16 
5 145 "'~. •.• i 5 143 4 l 1 
6 138 6 160 1 5 25 
7 135 7 133 7 0 0 
8 134 8 127 9 1 1 
9 132 9 138 6 3 9 
10 129 10 115 10 0 0 
rrho = 06248 
The significance level at oOS for ten pairs is 0648, 
therefore, this data would not be significant at tbe 005 
levelo The significance level fer ten pairs at the o 10 
le"vel is 0564; this data would II then II be significant at the 
olO levelo 
Both the 005 significance level and the olO signifi-
cance level .. are shown to indicate that there does appear 
to be a definite relationship in a majority of the schoolso 
Six of the schools bad a difference of one or lersso As will 
be shown in results further in the study, ~:f' the five 
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schools where the administrator scored above the mean for 
his group, four of these schools had counselors scoring 
above the mean for his gro~po There is no attempt here to 
show a cause and etfect relationship as there could be many 
intervening variables, how•ver, there does appear to be a 
strong relationship in many instanceso 
It seems appropriate to point out that personal inter-
views with administrators alnld co~nselors, and the results 
of the Attitudes Toward Vocat·icnal Edtu::at·ion Scale did not 
reveal any geneirally 11itegative attitudes toward vocational 
educationo There was, however, a degree which would indi-
cate a more positive and a less positive attitude toward 
vocat iona 1 education in the schools studie-d o Cronkite 
fl971) discovered similar results in a study of another 
area school district- in Oklahoma using the same sea le o He 
state-s 9 'YMany administrators who had no vocational educa-
tion back.ground did not undierstamiid the vocational education 
9 jargon 9 on 
Attitudes ·of Administrators and Counselors 
· as Relatttrd to Attitudes of students 
This section examil!lles the possible relationship that 
may exis't bet,n!'eD the attitudes of administraters and 
counselors toward vocational education to that of the 
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attitudes of students from tbeir respective schools who 
were enrolled in the area school for the first time. The 
authority fi~ure can play an important part in the develop-
ment of attitudes. There are many other variables that may 
bave influenced the attitudes ot the students, however, 
this study sought only to disco•er if there was a signifi-
cant difference in the attitudes of students toward voca-
tional educatiom from scl:u,ols where the administrator and,.or 
counselor scored above ,the mean for their respective groups 
and tbe- stud.-nts from schools where the administrator anc:Vor 
counselor· scored 'be101lf -the- mean· for their respe-ctive groups. 
As was discussed in· the review of literature, the for-
mation of· atti tude·s is a :netra.lous thing and it is extremely 
difficult to determine all of the factors that influence 
the attitudes of·-anyon·e-o Often a single spoken phrase such 
as ''those students" when referring to vocat iona 1 students, 
may have a lasting effect on attitude foraat'i'ono Many 
times administrators or counselers may inadvertently cause" 
students to develop negative attitudes toward vocational 
education. An overworked cliche still used in too many of 
our schools i·s·-, HYou make A's and h'av1!· an IQ of over 110; 
you are· coll•g• material so take ccnirses that will prepare 
you for c·o-ll•ge· .. " As vocational educators, we must erase 
the image that t-tgood"' students with hi:gh IQ' s should not be 
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"'··• 
in voc·ational traimi:119 ·pregr•h·. - This re·seareber aaintain~ 
, that the Urd.te·d Sta·tes can use ·marry "bright" mechanics, 
plumbers, electricians, or o·tbe·rs in our so-called skill 
tr·ade·s. A stucf.nt·1 ·s ·m · should mot a11toutica11, place bim 
in any particular type ot program. 
Hypotbe sis No. 3: 
There is no significant difference in the atti-
t11des e.f students frem schools where tbe admini-
strator bad a more positive attitude toward 
vocat.ional .. education and these from schools 
where· the administrator bad a less positive 
attitude towa·rd vocational education. 
This hypothesis was tested u·sint the following pro-
c~dl:lrn All st11de11ts enroll-i1rg in th-.- Canadia-1.1 Valley 
Voca·tinal-T..-abnical School for the first time were given 
the Attitude Towa·rd Vocati.01n1l Edu1ration sca·]:e,. Al though 
there was some misunderstanding ·among the st11dents concern-
ing tbe que·stions, "'spot cbeck" interviews with students 
revealed tbat· tbe Scale was effective in determining tbe 
students' attitude toward voe at ion a 1 edllcratf-cm. Tbe mean 
of the entire group was de·termi1n, .. d. Ninety-four students 
scored above the mean and one hundred fifteen scored below 
the ••an. Ta·l!Jle I lists the results of this investigatien. 
SS 
Administrators' 
Scores · MG,. Above Na~ B-elo-w Tc,ta ls 
Melin ·M.-an 
Above Mean 67 44 111 
Below Mean 27 71 98 
Totals 115 ~09 
x2 = 260 70; df. = 1;. si.gnit'icant beyond t'he o 001 levelo The 
null hypothesis was' rejected.;· 
An analysis of the data indieates that there was a 
sign:l:fieant diffeI"e:nce in !:~~: ATVE scores of students from 
schools where the admi-nistrat·or scored above the mean on 
tbcr ATVE Scale and of students from schools where the admi-
l 
:nistrator scor·e·d b-e"b>w t·be mean' on the :ATVE Scale. An 
examination of the data reveals that a higher percentage of 
the students sco·re·d above the· m..-an on 'the ATVE Scale in the 
schools where the administrator also scored above the meano 
There is no attempt here to show a cause and effect; the 
attempt was to determine whether there was a relationship 
be-tween the s·tudents' ATVE Scale scores and that of the 
administrator from the students' home scboolo 
Hypo'the~is Neo 4: 
There is ne significant difference in the atti-
t.ud.e of students from schools where counselors 
.bad . .a .JRa.re positive attitude toward vocat iona 1 
educ.ation and those from schools where the 
counselors had a less positive attitude toward 
vocational educationo 
A comparison of the relationship between counselors' 
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ATVE score·s a1n:1·· ATVE scores of students from their schools 
revealed res11lts similar to those obtained tro• hypothesis 
number three. Only two schools changed places in the chart. 
In one of these schools the administrator scored above the 
mean while the counselor scored below the meana in the 
other school, the administrator scored below the mean while 
the counselor scored above·o The comparisons of the counse-
lors' scores and the scores of the students from their 












x2 = 22.41; df = lJ significant beyond the 0001 level 
The null hypethesis was mot tenable 
A comparison of Table I _and Table II reveals that 
there was very little difference brought about by the shift 
of the two school.~. The twe schools badl almost the same 
number enrolled in the area vocational-technical school and 
the stuc!ents from tbe schools were divided almost 
identically in regards to ATVE seoreso 
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As this •tudy was co•c•r••d with both the relationabip 
of admia·istrat'""oT·s• and cu:n1n·se·le·rs• ATVE scores to that ef 
the students from their schools, it was felt that a cc:inape-
site table might be more re·vealing than a separate table. 
Ta·~'l!_ III, there tore, examines tbe relationships that exist 
wben both tbe administ·rat-or and counselor sc0red above the 
mean, either the adai-nistrat·or or counselor scored above 
the mean and the other scored below the mean, and when both 
the administrator and the counselor scored below the mean. 
The Spearman Rank Order cerrelatien coefficient in section 
_r,-...,_ 
one of this chapter indicated that there was a degree of 
relationship between the attitudes of the administrator 
toward vocationa·l educatien and the attitudes ef tbe eounse-
lor from "the same sebool·. T~lrle III shows a composite 
result of the attitude relatienship between administrater 
and counselor and the students from their scbeols. 
j'A,!J.EIII 




Above tbe Below the 
Meen Me·an 
Totals 
*Plus Plus 95 !59 36 
16 15 **Plus Minus 31 
19 64 ***Minus Minus 83 
Tota-ls ·209 94 11.5; .... 
x2 = 28.2; df = 2; significant beyond tbe .001 level 
*Administrator and counselor scoring above the mean 
**Either administrator or counselor scoring above the 
meanp with tbe other scoring below the mean 
***Administrator and counselor scoring below the aean 
An examination of the data in ·Table III yields some 
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interesting informat·.ion. Over 62 per cent of the students 
from schools where both the administrator and counselor 
scored above the mean on the ATVE also scored above the 
mean on the ATVE Scale. Students from the scboels where 
either the administrator or counselor scored above the mean 
and the other below the mean were almost equally divided 
above and below the mean, but less than 23 per cent of the 
students from schools where both the administrator and 
counselor scored below the mean scored above the mean. 
The results in Tabl,e"s,I, II, and III would indicate 
that there is a relationship between the ATVE scores ef 
administrat·ors and counselors and tbe ATVE scores of 
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students from their schools. The variables involved that 
could produce these relatienships are many. Community 
attitude, ethnic groups, and distance from the area voca-
tional-technic-a·1 school are enly a few. There could be 
aany mere, bowev·er, there are some iaplications revealed 
··l, 
that should be af import·ance to the vocational educator. 
Attitude·s of Admbllistrat·ors and Coums·elors as Related to 
General Learning Ability of Students Enrolled in 
the Area Vocational-Technical School 
All of the students in the study bad prev'iously been 
" 
givn t-be- GATB {see Appendix C) or were given it during 
September of 197·1. The scores were tabulated by schools to 
determine if there· was a relationship between the genera 1 
learning abilities of students and the scores of admini-
strators and/or counselors on 'the ATVE Scale. 
Several studies previously discussed in this disser-
tation have indicated that many administrators and counse-
lors have very posit i\1e attitudes toward voeationa 1 educ a-
tion for the low achiever, but are much les·s enthusiastic 
regarding vocational education for the high acbie•.-r. This 
type of attitude is reflected in lower scores on ·tbe ATVE 
Scale·"o It was deemed germane to this investigation to de-
termi:ne if there was a difference in the ratio of high 
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Gene·ral Learni"ftg Ability stuct•n·t-a_ to low General Learning 
AldlitJ students frea different participating schools, and .. 
it tbere was a difte,ren-ce, did it relate to t'lr• ATU sceres 
of administrators aad/or c•••••lors fro• these seheols. 
Two hypotheses were test•d to determine tbis. 
There is no significant difference in tbe general 
learning abilities of stild•nts fro•·scheols where 
"!\f .. admin.istrator bad a less positive attitude 
toward .vocational education and those from schools 
where the administrator bad·a ·more positive atti-
tude towa:rd vocational education. 
This hypothesis was tested using cbi-sqt1are te·cJmiques. The 
stt1dents were· divided as· those scoring above the mean and 
those scoring 'below the_ mean en tlte Gen.-ral Learning 
Ability sect-:rcm· of--!h• GATB T·est. Tb'• mean Gt.A scere for 
all students was 96.82. 
The schools were divided as those having administrators 
who seore-d--above the mean on t·be ATVR Sea le and those bav-
img administrat'ors wbe scored below tbe mean. 
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TABLE IV 
STUDENTS.• OLA S€01HIS~· AS' Rl!LA mo·, TO ADM'IN'ISnmTOR'S' A TVE SCORES 
St11dents' Scores Administrators' 
ATVE Scores Abeve tbe Belew tbe 
Meaa Meen Totals 
Above Mean 70 41 111 
Below Mean 34 64 98 
Totals 104 105 209 
x2 = 15.80; df = l; significant beyond the .001 level 
The null hypothesis was rejected 
Analyses of Table IV reveal several interesting facts. 
The test, as a fair measure of what it is trying to measure, 
appears to be satisfactory with 105 students scoring below 
the mean and 104 scoring above. Students from schools hav-
ing administrators who scored above the mean ·on the ATVE 
Scale definitely showed hig~1~r GI.A scores than students 
from schools where the administrator scored below the mean. 
Another authority figure in the public schools wbo 
should have an influence on the number and abilities of 
students enrolling in the area vocational-technical school 
is the school counselor. Other studies have indicated that 
many 0f our school counselors are definitely academically 
orientated. The students who have relatively high GLA 
scores are encouraged to take college preparatory courses 
and not to take vocational courses. The range of counse-
lors' score·s on the ATVE test in this study would seem to 
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indicate that there is a rather wide variance in the voca-
tional orientation and acceptance between schools consid-
ered in the stu~y. This study attempted to determine if 
there was a relationship between student·s• GI.A scores and 
the ATVB scores of the couru,elor from their school. 
Hypothesis Noo 6: 
There is no significant difference in the general 
learning abilities of students from schools where 
the c:tounselors had a less positive attitude toward 
vocational education and those from schools where 
tha.counse1ors had a more positive attitude toward 
vocational education. 
The following table depicts the relationship between 
counselors' scores on the ATVE Scale and the GI..A scores of 
students from their school who were enrolled in the Area 
Vocationa 1-Technica 1 School:. It is realized that this 
could be only one of many variables that determine 
occupational choiceo 
TABLE V 
















x2 = 4066; df = l~ significant at the 005 level 






Altbe•gh the results were not as striking as those 
obtained tor the a·dminist-rators, it was still apparent tbat 
there was a relationship between the counselors who scored 
ab••• the me·an and the percen"tage of stad•nt s troa tbeir 
schools wbe scored high o._a th~ .. GI.A as compared to students 
fr011 schools where the co11nselor scored below the••••· 
The fol lowi:ng tab le depict s the study concerned wit b 
two authority figures in tbe school and the possible rela-
tionsb_fp o~ t·~ir ATVE scores to several characteristics of 
the students from their schools who enrolled in the 
vecational-tecbnical school (the preceding two tables con-
sidered only ene ef · th•s• figures in eaah t·abl·e'). It was 
considered brportant ·te determine what relationships would 
be apparent when tire ATVE scores of both tbe collllseler and 
administrator were considered. 
TABµt VI 
STUDE~~·: _.~t.A SCORES AS. RELATED'TO ADMINISTRATORS• 
·AND. COtmSBLORS t ··ATVE'- SCORES 
Adainistrators• Students' GLA Scores 
-AJPI -Cou.n 5"llor. s ' Above the Below the ATVE Scores Mean Mean-- Totals 
*Plas Plus 59 36 9.5 
**Plus Minus 15 16 31 
**i':Minus Minus so ·53 83 
TotaJ.s: 104 105 209 
x2 = llo93; df = 2; significant at the .02 level 
*Administrator and counselor scoring above the mean 
**Either administrator or counselor scoring above the 
mean with the other scoring below the mean 
***Administrator and counselor scoring below tbe mean 
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An analysis of the data indicates a definite relation-
ship between- the ATVE scores of the administrators and 
counselors and the GI.A of students from their school who 
were enroll-ed in __ the Canadian Valley Area Vocational-
Technical School. It is interesting to note that in instan-
ces where either the administrator or counselor scored 
above the mean on the ATVE Scale and the other below the 
mean, the students from their schools were almost evenly 
divided as above and below the mean on the GLA section of 
the GATB., 
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Attitudes of Admi1l'istratns and Cc,11n·s•lors as R•lat•d 
to S~ills Aptituct•s of S't11d•nts Bnrolled in 
the·· Area Vecational-Tecbnical Scbool . ., .. 
In additie11 to ;eneral learn~ng ala:ll~t'y, tla'e _CIATB (••• 
Appuut~x C) meaaures ei9ht other abili ti•!• Mi11im1• scores 
in various abilities are considered essential for suceesa 
in various occupa-tion·s. A pattern has been established for 
each of the ma-ny o·c-cupations for wh'ich tb_e GATB te·s~a.. The 
Canadian Valley Area Vocational-Technical School personnel, 
using the GATB data, have established patterns to determine 
probable success in the programs offered at the two centerso 
Students are encouraged by both area school counselors 
and boae school personnel to select only programs of study 
for which appropriate pattern achievements have been aet. 
In some ef the schools, local seh0ol personnel take a sin-
eere interest in tbis procedure while in ethers, it is con-
sidered the respomsibility of the area scbeel collfflselor 
only. 
This section of the study sought to determine if there 
was a relationship between the participating school admini-
strators 1 and/or counselors' ATVE score and the number of 
students from their schools who enrolled in prograas for 
which they bad "passe.d the pat·terno" 
Hypothesis Noo 7s 
There .. is no significant ditference in the general 
skills ·aptitude• of students frc,a schools wbere 
the adainistrator bad a less positive attitude 
toward· Yocfational education and those trea 
scbools where tl:Je admiaistrater bad a more posi-
tive attitude toward vocational education. 
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The administrators were ranked as scoring above er lie-
low tbe ••an· and tb• students were categorized as having 
passed er failed the pa·ttern for the program in wlaieb tbey 
were enrolled. The re11ul ts are list-.d in Ta-lJl'e VII i 
TA8LE VII 
S'?UDENTS~1:. oeeuPAT:roNAL PATTERN SCORES'' As· mrc.ATED 
· ·· · To ADMINISTRATORS' ATVE sc6R~s 
Administ rator~s' ·St-uden·tf' Oc§ugational Pat e·rn c res 
ATVE Scores Passe-d Failed Totals 
Above Mean 101 10 111 
Below Mean 63 35 98 
Totals 164 45 209 
x2 = 20.71; df = l; significant beyond the .001 level 
The null hypothesis was rejected 
An analysif!I of the data in T'able VII reveals that 
there was a relationship betweem the administrators' ATW 
scores and the nua'ber of students fro• their scbools who 
passed the pattern t·er tbe •eaational-technical ce11rse in 
wbich they were en'roll11ul. Also apparent is tbe tact tbat a 
bigber percentage of stadents·passing tbe pattern were from 
schools where the administrator scored abeve the mean on 
the ATVB Scale·~- · This investigator does not presume to see 
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cause and effect in these results, but merely to show tbe 
relationsbips that do exist. 
The counselors in the participating scbool• also bave 
opportunity to intl111·ence the voaational-teob11ical eboicee 
ot students from their ecboolso The same procedure as used 
for admimistraters was followed for counselors. 
Hypotl:aesis Noo 81 
There is no significant di:ffer•:nce in the general 
sldll.s .a.ptitu,des of students·· fro• scbools wbere 
the coumselors had a lttss positive attitude toward 
vocational education and thos ..e fro.a schools where 
the cou.selor bad a more positive attitude toward 
vocational education. 
The results are shoo in Table V'III: 





TABLE VIII .... ' . 









x2 = 4.35; df = l; sig»»ifieant beyond the .os level 
The null hypothesis was rejected 
An analysis of this data reveals that there is a re-
latiensbip between tbe participating_ counselo~s' ATVE 
scores and the number of students from their school who en-
rolled in programs for which they had passed the occupa-
tional patterno 
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The administrators and counselors, as authority figu-
res, may influence students' decisions. If there is a 
difference of attitudes between these two individuals, this 
also could affect students' decisions. To determine the 
possible relationships of both of the above individuals on 
students' choices, it was deemed advisable to study three 
possible categories. The students were listed as coming 
from schools where both the administrator and counselor 
scored above the mean on the ATVE Scale, where either the 
administrator or counselor scored above the mean and the 
other below, and where both the administrator and counselor 
scored below the mean. These results are listed in Table 1X: 
TABLE IX 
STUDENTS' OCCUPATIONAL PATTERN SCORES AS RELATED 
TO ADMINISTRATORS ' AND COUNSELORS' ATVE SCORES 
Administrators'. Students 9 Occupational 
and Counse ors' · · Pattern Scores 
ATVE Scores Passed Failed Totals 
*Plus Plus 86 9 95 
**Plus Minus 22 9 31 
***Minus Minus 56 27 83 
Totals 164 45 209 
x2 = 15.53; df = l; significant beyond the .OOl level 
*Administrator and counselor scoring above the mean 
**Either administrator or counselor scoring above the 
mean with the other scoring below the mean 
***Administrator and counselor scoring below the mean 
This data reveals substantially the same information as 
Table VII and Table VIII. 
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It is recognized that many other variables aay bave 
produced tbese repl ts, tu,wever, tbe :fact that tbe relation-
abip does exist is a cause tor cro11e•rn. Vocati•••l edaca-
tors strive fer • high p•rmtage et suacessful coapletioas, 
tberetore, it is imperative tb·at students p-.rsue pregrall!la 
in wbicb they bave a goed chance for suec:ess. Al thcn19b the 
validity of the GATB as a11 bulicator fer success in area 
school pr·ograms. in Oklahoma bas not b•en tested, it -•t be 
as911med that it does at least provide some guidelines to 
fellow in student program selection. 
Open Mindedness and Clo'sed Mindedness 
and· Studenat Attitudes 
Open mindedness and clesed mindedness refers to the 
general structure of an individual 9 s belief syste~. The 
instrument used to obtain the data of this study was t~e 
Dogmatism Seale, Form B, developed by Rekeacb (see 
Appendix B) • 
Open minded, as considered in this study, is applied 
to bulividuals scoring below the mean on the Dogmatism 
Scale3 closed mindedness refers to those individuals scar-
ing above the mean on tbe same scale. 
In this investigation the range ef all scores achieved 
by Area \foeaticmal-Teabnieal students was 84 to 239 witb a 
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••an of 173.ll. WifJ~n• (1961) repc,rted tl:aat a 9ro11p of 75 
student teachers in agricultural •dueation at Oklaboaa State 
Ulli•ersity examined in 1968 bad a range of 106 to 204 witb 
a ••• et 159;9119'~ Pi:iteba'rd·· ( 1970) sll•w• that 12 lle1in-
n:l.n1 teacher• ot wecat·i.omal agric•l tare tested :l.11 1978 bad 
a range of 114 to 221 with a ••a• ot 1!8.56. 
This part of the study s•11gbt to determine it there 
was a relationship between students' dogaatism scores and 
their ATVE seor•s. An attempt was also made to determine 
if attitude change could be related te dogmatism seores. 
Tbe results of this investigation revealed that 104 stu-
dents in the study scored alu,ve tlle mean while 10.5 scored 
below tlle mean. 
Hypothesis No. 91 
There is ne signitieant difference in tbe atti-
- tudes of la•ginmi•t area sch•.c,1 students teward 
voca.tienal education lteca••• ctf th,~r measured 
tendency for. open er clesed mindedness. 
Students were ranked as seo::rdng above or below the 
mean on tbe dogaatism scale and also as scoring above er 
'below tbe mean o·m the ATVE Scale.. Chi-square values were 
computed.. These results are sbown in Tab1e X: 
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TABLE X 
Students' ATVE Scores Student a' Dog--· 




x2 = 12066; df = lJ 
The null 
34 70 104 
60 4S 105 
94 -1-15 209 
significant eeyond the oOOl level 
hypothesis was not tenable 
An analysis ot the data presented above reveals that 
there was a relationship between students' dogmatism scores 
and students' ATW scores. Students scorin~ below the 11.ea:n, 
considered in this study as open minded, scored higber on 
the ATVR Seale than did students scoring above the mean on 
the dogm,tism ~caleo 
Do students• attitudes toward vocational education 
change after one semester at the vocational-technical 
school? If so, what is the direction of the change? This 
portion t>f the study ssugbt to answer these questionso Ten 
schools were used in tbe entire study, however, students 
from two of the scb0ols attended a different vocational-
technical center than did students from the other eigbt 
scboolso In an attempt to determine if attendance produced 
a ehan9e in the students 9 attitudes, only students from tbe 
eight scbeels wb·o attended the same center were 11secilo Tbis 
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eliminated the vaTiable o·t dit-terent orientations that migl't 
exist between the two centers. 
One hundred and seventy-three stuctents were again 
given tbe ATVE Scale at tba emd of their first seaester at 
the vocational-technical school at El Renoo One hundred 
and twenty-seven had higher scores om the ATVE Scale at 
the completion of one· s•m•ster at the school while 40 bad 
lower and six remained the sa.meo 
Hypothesis N'Oo l()g 
There is no significant change in students' 
attitudes, as measur•d on ·the ATVE Scale, after 
one semester o:f attendance at the Area Voca-
tional Scheolo 
The basic sign test formula was used to test this bypotbe-
sis {Siegel, 1956): 
-z = Jx - <i5) - ~(Nl ;N 
z =- (127 - ~5) - ~(167) 
; (167) 
z = 6065 
This is significant beyond the 0001 level, therefore, the 
mull bypetbesis was rejectedo 
Am analysis ot tbe data revealed that tbe direction of 
change was toward a more :favorable attitude toward voea-
tional education after oll!e semester at the vocational-
technical sehoolo At least a part of this ebange can be 
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attributed to an iDere,ase in knowledge about vocational 
edacat ie:n. 
Since tbe results of this port ion of tbe study indi-
cated tbat ther,e was a change i11 students' attitudes teward 
voc::atio:aal educatioa after 011• semester at the VGaatiomal-
technical school, it was deemed important to investigate 
the possibility tbat a student's measured tendency toward 
open or closed mindedness might be related to the change. 
The mean ATVE score of tba 173 students considered in this 
phase of the study was 12!o26 at the beginning of tbe same-
ster and 130.63 at the end e:f tbe semester. To determine 
if tbere was a relationship between the attitude ebange and 
the student's dogmatism score, Hypothesis Noo 11 was de-
••leped and "testedo Tbis data is presented in Table XI. 
Hypotbesis No_. 11 s 
There is no si9n-ifiea11t difference in t-he change 
of attitude of studemts teward vocational ed11ca-
tion between students scoring above tbe mean on 
the Rokeacb Dogmatism Scale·and those scoring 
below tbe mean. 
:ro test this hypothesis, the mean :net increase in ATVE 
score-s--by· -a-11 students was computed. This mean net in-
crease in ATVE seeres was 6i37., Students were divided as 
having scores that increased mere or less than tbe mean 
increase .. 
TABLE XI 
STUDENTS' CHANGE IN ATTITUBE TOWARD. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 











.in ATVE Scores 




x2 = 2.73; df = 1; not significant at the 005 level 
The null hypothesis is accepted 
An analysis of this data reveals that there was 
slightly more change by the students scoring below the 
mean on the dogmatism scale than those scoring above the 
mean, however, there was not a statistically significant 
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difference. Students scoring above the mean on the dogma-
tism scale had mean scores on the ATVE Scale of 120.15 and 
126.04, respectively, at the beginning and end of one 
semester at the vocational-tecbaical school while students 
scoring below the mean on the dogmatism scale bad mean ATVE 
scc,res of 128 .. 41 and 13.5 .. 19 respectively at the beginning 
and encl of one semester at tbe school o 
Chapter Summary 
An analysis of the data collected for this study re-
vealed that there was a difference between the attitudes of 
administrators and counselors toward vocational education 
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as measured by~_an -~~ Scale. Tllere was a relationsbip be-
tween the ATVJ!t scores of administrators and eo11aselors and 
tlle general learning ability and skills aptitudes ot stu-
dents troa their sebeols en:relied in tlie Canadian Valley 
Area Vocatioaal-Technieal Scllool. Mo attempt••• made to 
establish whether there was a caws• amd etteet between the 
factors analyzed. 
Tllere was also a r•latioasbip bet•••• tbe students' 
dogmatism. scores and tb11ir __ ATVE see·res. There was ne sig-
nificant relationship t'o11:nd between the students' dogmatism 
scores and their change in attitude toward vocational edu-
cation after one semester at the vocatianal-tecbnieal 
school. Altbougb the open minded studen-ts (ones scoring 
below t-be mean on tbe dogmatism scale) bad a mean increase 
in ATVE scores that was sligbtly higher than the closed 
minded students, the increase was net statistically 
significant. 
Tbe results et' this study appear to have some impli-
cations that sbould he o:f interest to vocational-technical 
emacaters, particularly those in area vocational-technical 
scbools in Oklahoma. 
SUMMARY:, CONCLUS-IONS, AND RECOMtt'IEND'ATIONS 
This study considered the possible relationship of 
attitudes of administrators and counselors, or persons 
serving as counselors, to several student variables. The 
area studied was the Canadian Valley Area Vocational-
Techmical School District with cen'tersat El Reno and 
Chickasha, Oklahoma. Ten participating schools were 
studied. El Re:ne and Chickasha independent school districts 
were not studied in order te eliminate the possibility of 
'bias since the two vocati.onal-t·ecb:nical centers are loca-
ted in these twe cities. 
Data were collected from eacb of the ten schools and 
also from the students from these schools who were enrolled 
for the :first time in the Area V&catiomal~Tecbnical School. 
Second-year students were not included in the study because 
e:f the po·ssible influence of tbe Area Vocatienal-Teebnical 
Scbeol program on the students' attitudes toward vocational 
education. 
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It was peraumed tbat tbe admi•iatrator'• and co1111se-
lor•a attitude toward vocational educatio111 wo11ld be related 
t• tbe attitude• ot et•d•nte and would also bav• a rela-
tio11ablp to the type ot e't•d•nt troa tbei:r acbool wllo cbeee 
to enrell in tb.·e Area Voeational-Tecbnical Scbool. Cron-
kite stated that his study 
••• demonstrated that tbe school 9 s administra-
tor did have influene• on tbe ntmber of stu-
chints who attended the area vocational scboolJ 
however, the influence was not as significant 
as had been anticipatedo (Cronkite, 1971J 
The administrators• ATVE scores ranged from 129 to 163 
with a mean of 143020 Five a~ministrators scored above the 
mean and five below-o The counselors' ATVE scores ranged 
from llS to 160 with a mean of 1380 '1o Five of the counse-
lors scored above the mean and five scored belcw·o In four 
of the schools where the administrator scored above the 
mean, the counselor also· scored above the mea-n-o Statisti-
cal tests revealed that tbere was 11u, siiJnificant difference 
in attitude toward vocational education between tbe adaimi-
strat0rs and counselors·o Tbey also revealed that in most 
of the schools, tbe counselor and the administrator tended 
to have similar attitudes toward vocational edueationo 
This tendency was net significant at the oOS level, but was 
significant at the olO levelo 
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An analysis ot the data indicated tbat students trem 
schools where the administrators and counselors scored bigb 
on the ATVE Scale alse scored higher on· the Scale than did 
st•dents trom seheols where the administrators and ceuns•-
lors seered low. This wou.ld •••• to indicate tlaat the 
administrator and co11nseler, as a11tbority figures, do in-
fluence student attitudes toward vocational education-. It 
is realiz•d tbat th•~• may•• many otber variables respon-
sible for this relationship and recommendations fer further 
study to explore these will be made later in tbis chapter. 
Do area schocl students with higher General Learning 
Amility scores tend to be from participating schools baving 
an administrator and/er co1m1s111ler exhibiting more favorable 
attitudes toward vocational education'? Results of this 
study would seem to so illldica·t-e. Students are very consci-
ous of peer-group evaluation and students with bigb aca-
demic ability tend to ig~or• vocational offerings if the 
general attitude ef tbllir school piersc:mmel is that voca-
tienal education is only for the academically weak student. 
In many ilmlstances, perbaps, school authority figures are 
not conscious of the fact that they project a rather nega-
tive image of vocational education to students. Such a 
simple statemen·t as, 11You are a very good student, you 
sboulcil go to collage,"' can leave the impression that good 
st11de11t • should not take vocational cour·se-s. Similarly, 
students with high skills aptit•d•s tended to co•• tr•• 
schools where the administrator and counselor had more 
peaitive attitud·es toward 'locational education. 
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Students who ·scored a'beve the •••n en tbe Rokncb Dog-
matism Sea le, considered as closed abu:led in this at11dy, 
t·nded te settre lowwr an ·tb• ATVE Scale tbain did st11de11ts 
wl.lae aeored below tbe ••••· The interest and iapertance et 
vocational education tbat bas•••• apparent sine• the 
passage et the 1968 Amendments has perhaps caused the epen 
minded student to do some personal serious evaluati&n of. 
vocational educatic,n. This study, as well as interviews 
with some ot the students, clearly indicated that a large 
number of student·s are thinking of their future and are 
weighing the advantages and disadvantages of vocational 
trainingo Vocational eclutaators must take immediate steps 
to insure that students will get the information that the, 
are seekiag regardin~ tbe importa:nce ef vocational educa~· 
tion in their future. 
Another interesting finding of tbis study was tbat 
students' attitudes toward vc,catio11al •ducation do become 
more positive after one semester in the area voeational-
technical scbeolo It is believed that most of this change 
occurs because of increased knowledge about vocational 
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education and also·the quality et the vocational training 




This study has provided information that should be 
helpful in other similar studies. It is hoped that the 
results will stimulat~ additional studi~s in area voca-
tional-tecbnical ~chools throughout the state. 
It was apparent that f•w, if any, of the administra'tlmi; 
or counselors studi•d ~xbibited clearly unfavorable atti-
tudes toward vocational ed~cation~ however, there was re-
vealed a variation which could be appropriately classified 
as less positive and more positiveo Many of the less 
favorable perceptions of school personnel toward vocational 
education can, perhaps, be attributed to a possible lack. 
of knowledge about v~cational education and more specifi-
cally the proper place of the ar~a vocational-technical 
school in the overall schoel program. It was of consider-
able int~rest to the investigator to obs~rve that the two 
counselors who spent at l~ast one day in the area school 
becoming familiar with the goals and objectives of the 
school scored the highest ot all counselors respondiQg to 
the ATVE Se~le. 
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The ATVE Scale appears to be a satisfactory instrument 
for measuring attitudes toward vocational education, how-
ever, an individual's score on the Scale may reflect bis 
knowledge of vocational education, to a certain degree, as 
well as his attitude. There are implications for voca-
tional educators in either instance, however, in the re-
sults of this study. Literature reviewed for this investi-
gation revealed that administrators and counselors want and 
need more information concerning vocational education. 
Area school students' abilities and attitudes toward 
vocational education do relfte to their home school 
administrator's and/or counselor's attitude toward 
vocational education. 
It is to be clearly understood that variables other 
than those tested could be involved in producing the re-
sults that were obtained in this study o However, the re-
sults can be used as a basis for further study to assist in 
solving some of the.problems of vocational education. 
Studies such as those by Chang (1971), Divita (1968), 
and other sources listed in the review of literature 
clearly indicate that school personnel do have varying 
attitudes toward vocational education and that often a 
positive attitude toward vocational education is positive 
only for the "right kind" of $tudent--the low academic one. 
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It appears that the results of this study could have some 
implications for vocational educators. 
Implications of the Study 
1. Further exploration of the feasibility of providing 
in-service courses for administrators, counselors, and 
other ~chool personnel to assist these individuals in 
obtain·ing more knowleC,ge concerning the function and 
purpose of vocational educationo 
2. Efforts should be made to provide school administrators 
and couRselors knowledge of developing concepts of 
· ·vocational education. This recommendation is prompted 
by the associations identified in this study and the 
potentia.l .tor changed attitudes accompanying the 
aequisition of additional knowledge. 
3. State and district vocational-technical personnel 
should g_ive careful· attentiClm to the need for increased 
communication with local school administrators and 
counselors. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
lo Similar studies should be conducted to determine atti-
tudes of parents, teachers, other school personnel, and 
board members concerning vecational educationo 
2o The GATB is used extensively by Oklahoma area voca-
tional-technical schoolso Studies should be conducted 
to determine if this test is an appropriate measure 
for probable success in area school programs. 
3. Other variables should be determined and studied con-
cerning student attitudes toward vocational educationo 
4. Other variables should be determined and studied con-
cerning student enrollment in an area vocational-
technical school. 
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5. This study should be replicated in other geographic 
areas t0 determine if similar conditions exist in other 
area vocational-technical school districts. 
6. Studies should be conducted to c0mpare the att i tud,e s 
toward vocational education of area school students to 
that of their clas·sJJates who do not elect to enroll in 
the area school. 
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DRVELOPMENT'OF THE ATVESCALE 
The ATVE Scale was developed at the University of 
Nebraska as a part of a study to accomplish the following: 
"The Development of Mate-ri'al For The Orientation of School 
·Administrators to Vocational Needs and Programs."* 
A research team, led by Mr. John Engler, developed 
sixty-seven items by working with ether members of the pro-
ject staff and consultants. After the items were constru-
cted ·and given sumaated ratings, they were submitted to a 
panel of experts in the fields of test construction and 
vocational education to be analyzed for statements of 
ambiguity; double meaning, and factual rather than atti-
tudinal eontent. 
The revised items of t-be· ATVE Scale were administered 
to a ·pilot group of graduate students who had extensive, 
some, and no experience in high school administration; all 
of whom were practicing administrators or were involved 
in administrative courses. 
Analyses of the data from the pilot group revealed 
that 36 of the items discrimimated for attitude toward 
*Source i Sybeut s, Ward and Wayne Krepe-1. ''The De-
velopment of Material For Th• Orientation of School Admini-
strators· to Vocational Edueat·ion Needs and Programs,tf Final 
Report,~ Project No. S-0155, tJ. S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare, Octob,r 30, 19690 
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veoa.:t.i.onal education at tbe .01 level and that ten additi-
onal items discriminated at the .os level. 
When the Scale was administered to superinte11dents and 
principals later in the study, a standard deviation was 
found that ranged from 8.1 to 13.9 amomg the various groups. 
Results of the study indicated that the ATVE Scale was 
a very satisfactory instrument for measuring attitudes 
toward vocational education. The results approximated 
those of other types of scales and tests used in the study. 
ATVE SCALE 
Below are several statements. On the separate e.nswer sheet you 
will find spaces to be marked for each statement. FUl in the appro-
priate column, depending on whether you strongly agree, agree, don't 
know. disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement. BE SURE YOU 
MAKE ONE MARK FOR EVERY QUEST ION, BUT NO MORE THAN ONE MARK. 
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1. The records of the State Employment Service can offer valuable sta-
tistical. information to help administrators plan vocational educa-
tion programs. 
2. Vocational training is more than a minor part of the total educa~· 
tion program. 
3. The high cost of vocational training programs should not limit the 
number of and type of program which can be offered. 
4. Teachers in vocational programs have been as well trained as 
teachers in traditional programs. 
5. Even though most people change jobs several times during a life-
time, training students for an occupation in school is a good 
investment. 
6. The main reason high school graduates cannot find jobs is because 
of their lack of initiative i.n looking for a job. 
~. School administrators should be concerned with the occupational 
needs of their area. 
8. Students in vocational education programs need to·be responsible 
for the same curriculum as those in academic programs. 
9. The amount of time spent i.n setting up work situations in the 
comm.unity which are correlated with school voca,~ional programs is 
ti.me wt:11 spent. f. 
10. Students should be plac~d in vocational programs as a result of 
their past academic pE-crfurmanc.e rather than their own selection. 
11. The school administrator should be aware of the occupational 
nt,eds of the community. 
12. Even though some students do not have the ability, they can still 
gai.n something from the traditional academic program of study. 
13. Educational programs should b<: d"veloped _for the majority rteeds. 
14. Jnu.- a pl,rson has been trained "in a specific occupation there is 
n1 need for further training. 
15. The evaluation of existing vocational education programa needato 
be undertaken every year. 
16. Vocational instruction should be available for those who need, 
want, and can profit from it.· 
17. Any student who really wants to work can find a job after he 
graduates. 
18. The most important consideration for adopting new vocational 
coursea.is whether they qualify for federal funds. 
19. Since automation is changing the world ·of work so rapidly, it is 
senseless to train people for occupations. 
20. Vocational training programs are principally for the slow learner 
and the student who has not succeeded. 
21. Most schools are not doing an adequate job of preparing. students 
for the field of work after school. 
22. Since students have a life time to become .train~d for work, they 
should spend their.school time learning academic subjects. 
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23. The school administrator should not be the soJe judge of the value 
of a vocational program. 
24. It is still most important .to offer a comprehensive program of 
vocational agriculture tn order to keep production in line with 
consumption. 
25. Vocational educ.at ion equips the student with geographical mobility~ 
26. Only school facilitiE-s should be used for vocational trai.ning. 
27. If federal funds were not ava11able for certain vocational pro-
grams, administrators would not be so interested in them. 
28. Traditional methods of instruction, organization, anc:i procedures 
are very applicable to v·oca.ti.onal instruction. 
29. Since more and more students are going to college, college , 
preparatory programs should be stressed more heav.ily in school. 
30. Instructional programs in vocational education should be character-
ized by flexibility. 
31. Females, as well as males, should be trained in vocational pro-. 
grams. 
:32. Acea V;,:,catLonal-ttchnical schools assume the local school's respon-
si.bility of i.nstn,ction for the student who does.not want to pur1ue 
a college education. 
33. The conditions of training in vocational instruction need not be 
similar to the conditions in the occupation conc·erned. 
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34. Allowing students to spend time away from school. during the day for 
work experience results in more problems than bEmefits. 
35. More and more technical information is needed to quali.fy for entry 
into useful occupations. 
36. Schools should be concerned with training the adults as well as 
those who have not yet entered the field of work. 
37. Programs of vocational education should be operated efficiently 
at tne expense of not being able to broaden the curriculum. 
38. Vocatibnal classes are provided primarily for low-achievers and 
delinquent st~dents. 
39. Vocational education instructors alone should be allowed to plan 
programs to suite individual needs of students. 
40, Fewer students would drop out of school i{ appropriate vocational 
programs were available. 
41. Competition in the labor market puts a greate.r burden for training 
on the school. 
42. Most schools do not provide adequate funds for purchase and main· 
tenance of equipment for vocational training programs. 
43, Guidance and counselin~ is more important for the coilege-bound 
student than the student in a'vocational training program. 
44. The standards expected of vocational education should be as high 
as the accepted standards in the occupation concerned. 
45. Students in vocational. programs should have the same basic course 
requi.rements as college pre.p students along with their vocational· 
courses. 
46. fnstructional units in vocational education need continuous up-
dating. 
47. Since automation is changing the world of work so rapidly, students 
should be given only a general education. 
f" 
48. R~ijl j0bs provide the best laboratory for vocational education. 
49. Vocational instruction should be t:Stablished on the basis of 
occupational needs. 
SO. Mose instru.::tion i.n vocational classes is easily worked with in 
large groups. 
···'.{'' 
51. Information from follow-up studies of all high .school gradu11tes 
may have impact on training of students for the field of work) 
52. It is the primary job of the schoo.1 to educate, the responstbUity 
of industry to train. 
53. · Laymen as well as educators should coordinate their effo1~ts for 









The dropout rate when compared with unemployment of the general 
population implies a need for vacational. training in· schools .. ; 
High school students have not seen enough of the world of work to 
mak.e tentative career choices du.ring high school. 
The consideration of the number of students to be enrolled. shout(. 
guide th.e·initiation of a specific vocational course. 
Confusion and friction arise from sharing of facilities for 
vocational programs. 
·The traditional curriculum is still adequate for all students. 
Cho.osi.ng appropriate vocational goals is an outgrowth of the 
vocational program. 
A work-study program for needy Students leads'to dissatisfaction 
of other students .. 
The training of youth for specific occupations i.s more t.he 
responsibility of trad·e schools than of ·secondary· schoo.ls. · 
62. Because of the expense involved,.a comprehensive program which· 
would include a vari.ety of courses for all students· is imp.racttcaf; 
63. The State Department of Education should not be expected to 
provide all the leadEirship in vocational programs. 
64. Adult education pr.:1grams should be looked upon as pa.rt of the 
responsibility of the local school. 
65. Descriptive occupatlonal brochures in the school are an appropriate 
tool for use in career choices. 
66. The school should require all girls to complete at least on~ cotirse· .. 
in home economics. 
67. Area surv~ys g~nerally add little to the knowledge of the school· 
admin1.i:;trato1 in cerms of occl1pat iooal trainit:1:g needs. 
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Name I.D. NUMBER --r 2 3 
4 
ATVE SCALE - ANSWER SHEET 
Item Strongly Don't Strongly 
Number Agree Agree Know Disagree Disagree 
1. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 5. 
2. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 6. 
3. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 7. ' 
4. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ' 8 .. . . 
5, ( ) () ( . ) ( ) ( ) 9,· 
6. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ). 10: 
7. ( ) ( ) ( .) ( ) . ( ) 11; 
8. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 12. 
9. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 13. 
10. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 14. 
11. ( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ) 1.5. 
12. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 16. 
13. ( ) ( ). ( ) ( ) ( ) 17. 
14. ( ) . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 18. 
15. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 19. 
16. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 20. 
17, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) C> 21. 
18. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 22. 
19. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 23. 
20. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( . ) 24. 
21. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 25. 
22. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 26. 
23. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 27. 
24. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 28. 
25. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 29. 
26. ( ) ( ) ( ,) ( ) ( ) 30. 
27' ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 31. 
28. ( ) ( ) { ) ( ) ( ) ' 32. 
29, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 33. 
30. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 34. 
31. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 35 .. 
3.l, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 36. 
33. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 37. 
34. ( ) ( ) ( ) . ( ) ( ) 38. 
35. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 39, 
36. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 40. 
37. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 41. 
38. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 42. 
:l9, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 43. 
40. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 44. 
41. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 4.5. 
42. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 46. 
4'.:l. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 47. 
4'-l. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 48. 
4'>. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 49. 
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Item Strongly Don't Strongly 
Number Agree Agree Know Disagree Disagree 
46. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 50. 
47. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 51. 
48. ( ) { ) { ) { ) ( ) 52. 
49. { ) { ) ( ) { ) ( ) 53. 
50. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 54. 
51. ( ) ( ) (> ( ) ( ) 55. 
52. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 56. 
53. ( ) ( ) { ) ( ) ( ) 57. 
54. ( ) ( ) { ) ( ) ( ) 58. 
55. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 59. 
56, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 60~ 
51. ( ) { ) { ) { ) { ). 6L 
58. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 62: 
59. { ) { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 63. 
60. { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) . · ( ) 64 • 
61. ( ) { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 65. 
62, { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) . ( ) 66. 
6.3. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 67 .. 
64, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 68. 
65. ( ) ' ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 69. 
66. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 70 
67. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) <..) 71,~ 
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ATVE SCALE ANSWER SHEET 
NAME I. D. NUMBER 
-T -r-·:r- -r 
Strongly Don't su·ongly 
Agree Agree Know Disagree Disagree Score 
1. (3) (2) (1) (0) (0) 5. 
2. (3) . (2) (1) (0) (0) 6. 
3. (4) (3) (2) (1) (0) __ 7. 
4. (3) (2) (2) (1) (0) 8. 
5. (3) (2) (1) (0) (0) 9. 
6. (0) (1) (1) (2) (3) 10. 
7. (3) (2) (1) (0) (0) 11. · 
8. (0) (1) (1) (2) (4) 12 •' 
9. (3) (2) (1) (0) (0) 13. 
lO. (0) (1) (1) (2) (4) 14. 
11. (3) (2) (0) (0) (0) 15. 
12. (0) (2) (2) (3) (4) lf,. 
13. (3) (2) (1) (1) (0) 17. 
14. (0) (0) (0) (2) (3) 18. 
15. (3) (2) (1) (0) (0) 19. 
16. (3) (2) (0) (0) (0) 20. 
17. (0) (1) (2) . (2) (3) 21. 
18; (0) (0) (0) (2) ,• (3) 22. 
19. (0) (0) (0) (2) (3) 23, 
20, (0) (1) (1) (2) (3) 24. 
21. (4) (3) (2) (1) (0) 25. 
22. (0) (1) (1) (2) (4) 26. 
23. (3) (2) (0) (0) (0) 27. 
24. (0) (1) (2) (3) (4) 28. 
25. (4) (3) (2) . (1) (0) . 29. 
26. (0) (0) (0) (2) (3) 30. 
27'. (0) (1) (2) (3) (4) 31. 
28. (0) (1) (1) (2) (4) 32. 
29. (0) (1) (1) (2) (4) 33. 
30. (3) (2) (0) (0) (0) 34. 
') 1. (3) (2) (0) (0) (0) 35. 
32. (0) (1) (2) (3) (4) 36. 
:n. (0) (1) (2) (2) (4) 37. 
34. (0). (0) (1) (2) (4) 38. 
3 5. (4) (2) (1) (0) (0) 39. 
36. (4) (2) (1) (1) (0) 40. 
37. (0) (1) (2) (3) (4) 41. 
38. (0) (1) (1) (2) (3) 42. 
39. (0) (1) (1) (2) (4) 43. 
40. (3) (2) (1) (0) (0) 44. 
41.; (4) (2) (1) (0) . (0) 45 . 
42. (4) (2) (1) (0) (0) 46. 
43. (0) (0) (0) (2) (3) 47. 
44. (4) (2) (2) (1) (0) . 48. 
45. (3) (2) (2) (1) (0) 49. 
46. (3) (2) (0) (0) (0). so. 
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Strongly Don't Stro11gly 
Agree · Agree ~ Disagree fil.!!sree ~ 
47. (0) (0) (0) (2) (4) 51. 
48; (4) {2) {l) (1) (0) 52. 
49. (0) {l) (2) (3) (4) 53. 
50. (4) (3) (3) (1) (0) 54. 
51. (4) (2) (0) .. (0) (0) 55. 
52. (0) (1) (2) (3) (4) 56. 
53. (3) (2) (0) '(0) (0) 57, 
54. (3) (2) . .. (1) (0) (0) 58, 
55. (0). (1) (1) (2) . (3) 59. 
56, .. (4) (3) (2) (1) (0) · 60 •. 
57, (0) {l) (2) (3) .(4) .· 61, 
58, (0) . (0) (0) (2) (3) 62, ' 
59 .• (4) (3) {2) (1) (0) 63, 
. 60. (0) (0) . (l) (3) (4) 64, 
61. {O) (1) (2) . (3). (4) ·. 65. 
·62. (0) (1) (2) (3) (4) 66. 
63, (C>) (1) (2) r;' (3) (4) 67; 
64. (4) . (2) .. ,~) (0) (0) 68. 
65. (4) (2) . (1) (1). (0) 69, 
. 66,. (0) (1) (2) '\. (2) (3) 70. 








The following is a study of what the general public 
thinks and feels about a number of important social and 
personal questions. The best answer to each statement be-
low is your personal epinio:n. We have tried to cover many 
different and opposing points of view; you may find yourself 
agreeing strongly with some of the statements, disagreeing 
just as strongly with others, and perhaps uncertain about 
othersx whether you agree or disagree with any statement, 
youean be sure that many peeple feel the same as you doo 
Mark each statement in the lett margin according to 
how much you agree e>r disagree with it. 
WYtte ~lj +~~ +!j or -1, -2, -3, depending on how you feel 
in each case. 
+lr 1: Agree A Little -1 :- I Di,sa.greEt A Little 
+2:- I Agree On The Whol<e -2·: I Disagree On The 
Whole 
+3: I Agrer-e· Very Muc'b -3: I Disagree Very Much 
1. The United State-sand Russia have just about --- nothing in common. 
2. The highest form of government is a democracy and --- the highest form of democracy is a government run 
·by those who are most intelligent. 
3. Even though freedom of speech for all groups is a 
~-- worthwhile goalj it is 1 unfortunately necess,11ry to 











It _is only )latural that a person would have a much 
better acquaintance with ideas he believes in than 
with ideas be opposes. 
Man on bis own is a helpless and miserable crea1ll:reo 
Fundamentally, the world we live in is a pretty 
lonesome place. 
Mo-st people just don't give a "damn'' for others. 
I'de like it if I could find someone who would 
tell me how to solve my personal problems. 
It is only natural for a person to be rather 
fearful of the future. 
There is so much to be done and so little time to 
do it in. 
Once I get wound up in a heated discussion, I 
just can 9 t stop. 
In a discussion, I often find it necessary to 
repeat myself several times to make sure I am 
being understood. 
In a heated discussionj I gemerally become so ab-
sorbed in what I am 9,n,iJJJg _ to say that I forget to 
listen to what the others ar, saying. 
It is better to be a dead hero than to be a live 
coward. 
_15. While I don 9 t like to admit this even to myself, 
my secret ambition is to become a great man, like 
Einstein, or Beethoven, or Shakespeare .. 
_16. The main thing in life is for a person to want to 
do something important. 
_17. If given the chance, I would do something of great 
benefit to the world .. 
____ 18. In the history of mankind, there have probably 













There are a number of people I have come to hate 
because of the things they stand for. 
A man who does not believe in some great cause has 
not really lived. 
It is only when a person devotes himself to an 
idea or cause tbat life becomes meaningful. 
Of all the different philosophies which exist in 
this world, there is probably only one which is 
correct. 
A person who gets enthusiastic about too many 
causes is likely to be a pret~y "wishy-washy" 
sort of persono 
To compromise with our political opponents is 
dangerous because it usually leads to the betrayal 
of our own side. 
When it comes to differences of opinion in re-
ligion, we must be careful not to compromise with 
tbc,se who believe dif:fe.rently from the way we do. 
In times like these, a person must be pretty 
selfish if he considers primarily his own happiness.. 
The worst crime a person could commit is to attack 
publicly the people who believe in the same thing 
he does. 
In times like these, it is often necessary to be 
more--onguard against ideas put out by people or 
groups·in one's own camp than by those in the 
opposing campo 
A group which tolerates too much differences of 
opinion among its own members cannot exislt for 
long. 
There are two kinds of people in this world: 
those who care for the truth and those who are 
against the trutho 
My blood boils whenevet a person stubbornly re-
fuses to admit he's w~ongo 
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_32. A person wbo- thinks primarily of his own happiness 
is beneath contempt. 
_33. Most·· ot· ·the· ideas which get printed nowadays 
a rem' t werth the paper they are printed tlH!J o 
34. In tbis complicated world ot ours, the only way - •• can know what's going ori is to rely on leaders 
or e.xperts who can be trusted. 
_35. It is often·· desirable to reserve judgment about 
what's going on until eme bas had a chance to 
hear the opinion of those one respectso 
__ 36o In the long run, the best way to live is to pick 
friends and .a.sso,ciates whose tastes and beliefs 
are the same as one's owno 
.37. The pre.sent is all ta»o .o.fte.n full of 111nbappi11esso - It is only th• fut11re th.at counts. 
_38. If a man is te accomplish bis. mission in life,. it 
is. sometimes necessary to gambrle "all or nothint 
at ·all." 
_39. Unfortunately, a good many people with whom I 
have discussed im;portant social and moral prob-
lems don't really understand what's going GDo 
40. Most people just don't know what's good for tbemo --
APPENDIX C 
APTITUDES MEASURED BY THE GATB 
, n.d. 
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The nine aptitudes measured by the GATB are listed below with the 
letter used as the symbol to identify each aptitude: 
G-Intelligence: .§.eneral 1::,earning ~ility. The ability to •catch 
on• or understand instructions and underlying principles; 
the ability to reason and make judgments. Closely related 
to doing well in school. 
V•Verbal Ability: The ability to understand meaning of words and 
to use them effectively. The ability to comprehand langu-
age and to understand relationships between words; to 
understand meanings of whole sentences and paragraphs. 
N-Nwnerical Aptitude: Ability to perform arithmetic operations 
quickly and accurately. · 
S-Spatial Aptitude: Ability to think visually of geometric forms 
and to comprehend the two-dimensional representation of 
three-dimensional objects. The ability to recognize the 
relationships resultinq fran the movement of objects in 
space. 
P-Form Perception: Ability to perceive visual comparisons and 
discriminations and see slight differences in shapes 
and shadings of figures and widths and lengths of lines. 
Q-Clerical Perception: Ability to perceive pertinent detail in. 
verbal or tabular material. Ability to observe differences 
in copy, to proofread words and nurnbers,·and to avoid per-
ceptual errors in arithmetic computation. 
K-Motor Coordination: Ability to coordinate eyes and hands or 
fingers rapidly and accurately in making precise move-
ments with speed. Ability to make a movement response 
accurately and swiftly. · 
F-Finger Dexerity: Ability to move the finers, and manip-
ulate small objects with the fingers, rapidly and accurate-
ly. 
M-Manual Dexterity: Ability to move the hands easily and skill-
fully. Ability to work with the hands in placing and 
turning motions. · 
Source: United States Department of Labor: General Aptitude 
Test Battery. B-1002, Government Printing Office, 
Washinqton, D. c. 1970. · 
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APPENDIX D 
TABLBS ··oF S~RY OF DATA 
TABLE XII. 
ATVE SCORES OF ADMINISTRATORS AND.COUNSELORS (OR 
PERSONS SERVING AS COUNSELORS) AND THE MEAN 
ATVE SCORE OF STUDENTS FROM THEIR SCHOOL 
Students' 
School Administrators' Counselors' Mean-ATVE 
No. ·ATVE Score ATVE Score Score 
l 163 156 136.6 
2 157 140 129.8 
3 152 147 130.5 
4 147 128 125.6 
5 . 145 143 127.8 
6 138 160 121.2 
7 135 133 118.0 
8 134 127 123.5 
9 132 138 122.6 




RESULTS OF AREAS MEASURED FOR STUDENTS 
School Occupational 
No. ATVE Scores Gt.A Scores Pattern 
Above Below Above Below· Passed Failed 
Mean Mean Mean Mean 
·1 10 2 7 5 12 0 
2 16 8 12 12 19 5 
3 18 14 14 . 14 30 2 
4 8 8 11 5. 15 1 
5 15 12 16 11 . 25 2 
6 8 7 4 11 7 8 
7 5 40 13 32 31 14 
8 1 3, 2 2 4 0 
9 10 13 10 13 ·15 8 




MICHIGAN STATE UNI VB R.SITY BAST LANSING· MJCJDG.AN .caazs 
DBPAI.TMIINT 01 PSYCHOLOGY • OLDS HALL 
Mr. Glen M. Gardner 
Bx H 
Warner, Oklahoma 
Dear Mr. Gardner: 
Augu.st 9• ·1971 
You certainly have my permission to use the Dogmatism 
Scale for research purposes. All you have to do ii 
mimeograph it yourself with the instructions from The 
Open !.!!!!. Closed H!.!!s!· (New York: · Basic Books) May I 
suggest, however, that you mix up the items well and, 
if possible, pad them with a few items from any other 
scale that you care to choose. It doesn't matter how 
you mix them up and it doesn't matter what items you use 
to pad them with. You may also find two review articles 
on Dogmatism in the April, 1969 issue of Psychological 
Bulletin. 
I certainly hope that you will furnish me with a copy 
of the results of your research. 
Sinc~!ely yours~ 
._ /}J • I '- k_ ;J fd 
'·'~") e-,t..~.~ 
Milton Rokeach 
Visiting Professor for 1971-72 
University of Western Ontario 






THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN 
L.INCOL.N, NEBRASKA 89!109 
August 6, 1971 
Mr. Glen M. Gardner 
Box H 
Warner, Oklahoma 
Dear Mr. Gardner: 
I am very pleased to learn that you're intere~ted in using the 
ATVE scale which was developed .here at the University of Nebraska. 
You most certainly may use this test in any way that will be of benefit 
in. your study. · 
ws:mb 
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